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Edition 4

Presenting Joshua J. Fine Jewelry
Your full-service resource for all
that makes a diamond a masterpiece.
Joshua J. is a very special mark.
It signifies design capabilities that stand
well apart from the ordinary,
exceptional natural diamonds
of fabulous cut and color,
and imaginative settings of intricate detail.
It’s a symbol that tells you his jewelry is extraordinary.
Important pieces with a presence impossible to ignore.
The Joshua J. signature is a promise.
A pledge of uncompromising quality
and perfection in every detail.
Of exacting workmanship born of traditions
and disciplines passed down through generationsof family.
And your assurance of complete satisfaction
with every aspect, from concept to customer.

featuring rare, large white and fancy color diamonds,

A JSM438: The clean crisp lines of the sophisticated
Emerald cut are evident in this 8.00ct GIA Certified K
VS2 diamond. Sitting in a classically designed three
sided round platinum setting with 2 trapezoid cut colorless diamonds of 1.49ct and 76 colorless VS round
diamonds of 0.80ct. Total weight for this dramatic ring
is 10.29ct.

look for his signature of excellence.

Also available with a 3.94ct GIA I VS1 or a 3.81ct I VS1

For the finest in bridal and high-fashion jewelry

Make sure it’s made by Joshua J.
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A

A JSM225: Are you the lucky lady that will be the envy
of her girlfriends when they see this gorgeous 5.54ct,
H VS1, Emerald cut diamond? The 2 side, colorless
VS, trapezoid cut diamonds weigh 0.52ct, bringing this
beautiful platinum ring to a total of 6.06ct.

A

A JSM369: A stately and impressive 4.07ct GIA
Certified G VS1 Emerald cut diamond set in platinum
will make you feel almost like royalty. The sides hold 6
colorless Trapezoid cut diamonds weighing 1.01ct. Total
weight is 5.08ct.

B

B

B JSM388: Mesmerizing and seductive. This 5.02ct
GIA Certified K VS Asscher cut diamond reminds you
of those mirrors that go on and on. The 6 mixed size
baguettes going down the side of the Platinum shank
weigh 1.88ct giving this ring a total of 6.90ct.

B JSM123: Like the style but want something a little
smaller than the big 12.85ct? Here is another version we have available; It is this gorgeous 5.29ct GIA
Certified F VS1 set in Platinum with two Trapezoid side
diamonds of 1.35ct. Perfect for wearing every day, it
weighs a total of 6.64ct.
This smaller size is also available with a 5.65ct GIA I
VS1, a 5.47ct GIA G VS1 and a 4.31ct.
C

C JSM123: A dramatic and spellbinding 12.85ct, K
VS, Emerald cut diamond fuses classic elegance with
modern inspiration. Two trapezoid cut diamonds of
2.31ct complete the platinum setting. Total weight for
this spectacular ring
is 15.16ct.

C JER080: An enticing array of diamond shapes and
sizes set in platinum make up these contemporary,
classy earrings. Matched GIA Certified, F VVS2 emerald
cut diamonds, weighing 3.87ct hang below twin Asscher cut, VS colorless rounds of 0.92ct, and crowned
with square colorless VS quality diamonds of 0.47ct.
The total weight for the pair is 5.26ct.

C

D

D

D JSM357: The look is majestic with its clean lines,
perfect for today’s woman. The 7.31ct GIA Certified J
VS1, Emerald cut diamond grasps your attention on
this three stone ring platinum ring accompanied by 2
Trapezoid cut diamonds weighing 0.80ct. Total weight
is 8.11ct.

D JBR068: These 33 gorgeous GIA Certified D-F VVSVS2 Asscher cut diamonds will set your heart beating a
little faster as they wrap around your wrist in this handmade double basket set bracelet made in platinum.
Total weight is 26.70ct.
E

E

E JSM022: Breath taking in the simplicity of styling,
but complex in the cut of the facets that are reflecting
light, a beautiful 5.22ct, H VS2, Asscher cut center
commands the attention as it is accented with 1.17ct of
matching Asscher cut, VS diamonds on the shoulders.
All are elegantly set in Platinum. Total weight is 6.39ct.
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E JSM417: Like a kaleidoscope the facets in this
6.14ct I SI1 Asscher cut diamond create excitement
for the eye with their geometric shapes. Adding to the
dazzle are 2 tapered Baguettes weighing 1.04ct set on
the shoulder of the platinum shank. Total weight for this
modern beauty is 7.18ct.
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A JSM434: The Asscher cut diamond is spellbinding
and this 2.22ct VS2 is no exception. The sides hold 2
Trapezoid cut diamonds of 0.30ct and the twinkling 226
colorless VS rounds that entwine and enhance the platinum setting weigh 1.15ct. Total weight is 3.67ct.

A

A JSM396: Our skillful craftsmen have taken the enticing elegance of this 4.16ct I VS1 Emerald cut diamond
along with the 2 colorless Trapezoid diamonds of 0.68ct
for the shoulder and the 202 colorless VS round diamonds of 1.89ct and created a classic timeless platinum ring that will stand the test of time. Total weight
is 6.73ct.

A

This style also available with a 3.01ct Emerald cut.

B JSM191: Traditional Heirloom appeal is updated to
hold the elegant 3.23ct, J VS1, Emerald cut diamond.
The lovely platinum setting is covered with 180 VS colorless, round diamonds weighing 1.70ct that are micro
paved on the three sides. Two Trapezoid cut diamonds
weighing 0.47ct complete the timeless look. Total
weight is 5.40ct.

B

B
C

C JBR036: Every tiny facet of the 49 emerald cut diamonds in this understated bracelet glows with an inner
fire brought out by the skill of a masterful cutter. Set in
platinum half-bezels, the total weight of these beautifully
matched diamonds is approximately 15.83ct.
D

C

B JER028: Ravishing adornment for that special occasion. These 2, GIA Certified G VS Asscher cut center diamonds equal 4.08ct and hang from matching colorless
VS Asscher cuts totaling 1.01ct. The 18k white gold
settings are intricately embellished with 94 colorless VS
rounds of 1.00ct. The total weight for the pair is 6.09ct.
D JSM091: She will be mesmerized as she gazes into
the facets of this 5.01ct, GIA Certified H VS2, Asscher
cut diamond. The setting is crafted in 18k white gold
and holds 104 colorless, VS quality round diamonds
weighing 0.50ct along with 2 Shield cut diamonds of
0.50ct weight on the sides. She will definitely feel proud
to wear this gorgeous ring of 6.01ct.

C JBR023: This beautiful bracelet would be a proud
complement to her wrist for any special night out. The
20 beautifully matched Asscher cut diamonds weighing 6.90ct are accented with 357 micro paved rounds
weighing 2.89ct. Set in 18k white gold it has a total
diamond weight is 9.79ct.

D

D JSM146: An enchanting 5.34ct, GIA Certified J VVS,
Emerald cut diamond is embraced by 2 matched 1.06ct
Emerald cut diamonds on the shoulders; all framed with
108 colorless VS rounds of 1.28ct. The total weight for
this substantial platinum ring is 7.78ct.

E

E JSM088: A stately 3.02ct, GIA Certified G SI1,
Emerald cut diamond sits regally in this 18k white gold
setting which is embellished with VS quality, bullet cut
diamonds of 0.58ct on each side. The 126 VS quality,
micro paved diamonds of 0.93ct weight create sparkle
and allure to the three rows of the shank. Total weight
is 4.53ct.
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A JNK082: Enhance your neckline when you wear
the king of shapes, the Emerald cut diamond. This is a
1.06ct, GIA Certified J VVS1, Emerald cut and has 40
colorless, VS quality, round diamonds, weighing 0.32ct
that are micro set in two rows around it and the chain
also has 10 rounds of 0.78ct. All set in 18k white gold,
the total weight is 2.16ct.

A

A JNK106: How lovely and special you will feel when
you wear this Emerald diamond pendant which is
perfect with business attire or on an evening out. The
center stone is a 0.97ct Emerald cut diamond surrounded by a single row of 18, colorless VS, round diamonds
weighing 0.11ct. All set in 18k white gold, the total
weight is 1.08ct.

A

B JNK083: You will love wearing this dainty 1.05ct, H
VS2, Emerald cut diamond pendant all day long not just
for special occasions. It has a double row of 38, micro
paved, colorless diamonds that weigh 0.38ct wrapped
around it. The Diamond by the Yard chain contains ten
diamonds of 0.55ct weight. Total weight is 1.98ct.

B JER156: These earrings are timeless in their styling.
Handmade and set in Platinum by our master craftsmen, the focal point is 2 lovely Emerald cut diamonds
of 1.95ct that are meticulously wrapped in two rows
of 116 colorless VS round diamonds of 0.68ct. Total
weight is 2.63ct.

B
B

C JSM269: Mesmerizing facets hold our gaze and pull
us deep into this beautiful 4.40ct GIA Certified H VVS1
Asscher cut diamond. This elegant three stone ring has
2 Trapezoid cut colorless diamonds of 0.75ct on the
sides and 16 colorless VS diamonds of 0.70ct set in the
shank of the platinum mounting. Total weight is 5.85ct.

C JSM299: Fuse classic elegance of the noble emerald cut with modern inspiration and throw in some
sparkle and you’ve got a fabulous ring. This superb
3.02ct, I “Internally Flawless”, Emerald cut diamond
is combined with 82, colorless VS, round diamonds
weighing 0.44ct, that are lovingly micro set on this platinum mounting. Total weight is 3.46ct.

C

C

D

D JSM133: Every facet of this dainty yet gorgeous, GIA
Certified, 2.24ct, E VS2, Asscher cut diamond, sends
rays of light bouncing out to dazzle our eyes. It is lovingly hand set in platinum with 76 colorless, VS rounds
that equal 1.01cts. Total weight is 3.25ct.

E JER162: A diminutive pair of stud earring with 2
Asscher cut, colorless VS, center diamonds weighing
1.00ct. Their brilliance is accentuated with double rows
of diamonds which consist of 80 micro paved colorless
VS stones weighing 0.32ct. Total weight for this lovely
pair in 18k white gold earrings is 1.32ct.

E

D

D JSM381: Delightfully demure but with a classic
presence. A 2.24ct GIA Certified J VS1 Emerald cut
diamond is mounted in Platinum and embellished with
58 colorless VS round micro paved diamonds of 0.65ct.
Total weight is 2.89ct.
E JSM248: Entice her with the classic Emerald cut
diamond, always timeless in its beauty. This 5.49ct, J
VS2, Emerald cut stone is surrounded by a row of diamonds as well as diamonds that are micro paved on the
Platinum shank. The 60, colorless VS, round diamonds
weigh 2.20ct giving this a total weight of 7.69cts.

E

Also available with a 5.01ct K VS1
F LBR088: No words are needed to tell the world she
is classy and elegant whether she is wearing this tennis
bracelet on the court or out to dinner, they’ll know. It is
made up with 39 magnificent, Asscher cut, colorless VS
quality diamonds set in platinum. Total weight is 19.75
carats.

F
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F JSM378: The Asscher cut diamond is special because it has so many facets to catch the light and this
5.00ct J SI1 is no exception. Carefully set in its Platinum setting, it is enhanced by 76 round colorless VS
diamonds of 0.89ct adding to the sparkle. Total weight
is 5.89ct.

F

9

A JSM198: Arrestingly beautiful and intricate, this
handmade platinum mounting holds a 6.49ct, H VS1,
Cushion cut diamond and 2 half moon cuts of 0.59ct.
Wrapped around the center stone are 177 micro set
colorless VS rounds weighing 2.10ct. Total weight is
9.18ct.

A JSM440: Showing your undeniable passion and
love, slip this 9.64ct H SI2 Cushion cut diamond on
her finger. It sits lifted on a platinum split shank and
enhanced with the dramatic sparkle of 176 colorless VS
round diamonds of 2.24ct. Total weight for this timeless
beauty is 11.88ct.
A
A

B JER168: Magnificent and luminous, these earrings
will catch the eye of everyone you encounter. Two GIA
Certified I VS quality, Cushion cut diamonds weighing at
6.03ct are embraced by 75 rounds of colorless VS quality of 0.38ct circling them in a Platinum setting. Total
weight for the pair is 6.41ct.

B

C

B DC918898: The mastery of extremely fine craftsmanship is evident in 18k white gold Riviera necklace of
55 cushion cut, colorless VS clarity diamonds weighing
22.99ct, bordered with 1,015 micro-paved, rounds of
matching quality. Total weight for this piece is 30.95ct.

B

C DC913806: A flawless procession of 12 beautiful VS
quality Cushion cut diamonds of 12.17ct wear dazzling
tiaras created from 253 microset colorless VS rounds
weighing 3.55ct. Thirteen colorless stones weighing
1.08ct connect the procession of vibrant light coming from this stately platinum bracelet that has a total
weight of 16.80ct.

D

C JBR007: A simple 18k white gold band is the canvas for this masterpiece of 22 matching cushion cut
diamonds, weighing 6.43ct, framed with 385 micro set
colorless VS clarity rounds of 3.04ct. Total weight is
9.47ct.
D JSM404: Dazzle them with this 6.00ct GIA Certified
J VVS2 Cushion cut diamond set in a beautiful platinum
mounting that is encrusted with 146 round colorless VS
diamonds of 1.50ct. Total impressive weight is 7.50ct.
This style also available in a 3.02ct GIA D VS1 center
stone.
C
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A

A JSM323: Illusionists do it so why can’t we? Here we
create the illusion of a stone triple its size. The 1.04ct
Cushion cut center diamond has double rows around
it that consist of 68 colorless VS, round micro paved
diamonds that weigh 0.53ct. They bring sparkle to the
halo top and the split shank of this platinum ring. Total
weight is 1.57ct.

A JSM167: A timeless symbol of connection joining
individuals and generations is viewed here in the charm
of the Old European cuts. This 8.54ct, Cushion cut
diamond, expresses everlasting tradition as it meets
modern design. Micro set on the platinum mounting are
258 colorless, VS rounds weighing 2.01ct. Total weight
is 10.55ct.
A

B

B JSM049: Feel sensual and alluring when wearing
this 4.70ct, Cushion cut diamond of H SI1 quality that is
enhanced with 110 round colorless VS diamonds equaling 1.00ct. A piece with timeless beauty set in Platinum.
Total weight is 5.70ct.

B

C

B JSM365: This will catch the light and the attention
it deserves. A lovely 5.49ct GIA Certified K VVS1,
Cushion special cut diamond sits above the Platinum
mounting that is encrusted with 143 round colorless VS
diamonds that weigh 2.05ct. Total weight is 7.54ct.

C

C JSM384: The colorless and shapely 3.06ct GIA
Certified E VS1 Cushion cut diamond inspired us to set
it raised on a handmade platinum gallery covered with
146 colorless VS round diamonds weighing 1.65ct.
Total weight for this lovely piece is 4.71ct.

D

D JER176: Magnificent and luminous, these earrings
will catch the eye of everyone you encounter. Two GIA
Certified I VS quality, Cushion cut diamonds weighing at
6.03ct are embraced by 75 rounds of colorless VS quality of 0.38ct circling them in a Platinum setting. Total
weight for the pair is 6.41ct.
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C JSM444: Your friends will experience jaw-dropping
envy when they see you wearing this gorgeous Platinum
ring that has a center 10.01ct G VS2 antique Cushion
cut diamond. Two tapered baguettes of 1.16ct and
2 trapezoid cut diamonds of 1.14ct add glamour and
brilliance on each side. Total weight is 12.31ct.
D

D JER003: Luxurious links of 18k white gold hold
cushion cut VS diamonds weighing 2.02ct. Capturing
the light to create plenty of sparkle are 116 micro set,
colorless VS rounds equaling 0.66ct. Total weight is
2.68ct.
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A JNK081: Perfect for any look, day or night, a 1.02ct
Cushion cut diamond with two rows of 38, colorless VS
round micro set diamonds weighing 0.28ct and set in
18k white gold. Ten round diamonds of 0.80ct also enhance the 18k white gold chain. Total weight is 2.10ct.

A

A

B

C

B JER144: Never out of style and a basic to fit into
every wardrobe; a pair of cushion cut diamonds weighing 2.01ct with two diamond steps of 78, colorless VS,
rounds of 0.58ct set in 18k white gold. Total weight
is 2.59ct.
B

C JSM115: Rays of light explode from the many facets
in this 4.03ct, GIA Certified, I VS2, Cushion cut center
diamond. Two trapezoid cut diamonds equaling 0.70ct
sit on the side shoulders of this classic platinum ring.
Total weight is 4.73ct.

C
D

A JSM232: The pleasing shape of the 3.00ct GIA
Certified I SI1 Cushion shape diamond takes on added
appeal with 2 complementary shield cut diamonds of
0.63ct in this three stone platinum ring. Receiving light
from the open gallery and sparkle from the 220 colorless VS round cut diamonds that weigh 1.47ct this
lovely ring weighs a total of 5.10ct.

E

B JSM180: Lavish is the word for this 4.80ct, H VS1,
cushion cut center stone, shimmering as it catches the
light in its platinum split shank covered with 81 micro
set round, colorless VS rounds equaling 0.75ct. Total
weight is 5.55ct.
D JSM112: For the discerning woman with a passion
for timeless beauty, this 4.02ct F VS1 Cushion cut diamond on a classic mounting is just the thing. An extra
touch of luxury is added with 62 colorless VS diamonds
on the band equaling 1.03ct. Total weight is 5.05ct.

D

C JSM086: An open air feeling is created in this three
way split shank 18k white gold ring holding a 4.03ct
GIA Certified J VS1 Cushion cut. The 222 white colorless VS diamonds of 1.58ct cover the shank as well
as the gallery as they enhance the focal point center
diamond. Total weight is 5.63ct.

Also available with a 3.51ct I VS1

F

E JSM443: A GIA Certified 2.01ct H VS2 Cushion
cut diamond sits within a halo of brilliant colorless VS
diamonds on this triple micro paved shank creating a
ring she will love. The 94 round colorless VS diamonds
weigh 0.61ct giving this platinum ring a total of 2.62ct.

F

F JSM397: Light on light comes from this brilliant
3.72ct Certified H VS1 Cushion cut diamond and the 94
round colorless VS diamonds of 1.05ct as well. All set
in Platinum the total weight is 4.77ct.
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D JSM355: Oh My! This eye catching 10.27ct, I VS2,
Cushion cut diamond is exquisite. The triple shank and
the raised gallery entices with shimmers of light from
the 170, colorless VS rounds weighing 1.90ct. All in all
this platinum beauty weighs a total of 12.17cts.

E

E JER172: Fabulous for any occasion, these earrings
personify class and elegance. Two Certified H SI1
Cushion cut diamonds weigh 4.01ct each. There are 2
round colorless VS diamonds of 0.32ct and 18 colorless
VS rounds of 0.08ct giving this set of Platinum earrings
a total weight of 4.48ct.
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A JSM118: What woman wouldn’t want a diamond that
appears almost twice its size? She will love this superbly cut, 7.17ct, GIA Certified H SI2 Marquise diamond
that sits suspended in a double row platinum basket. It
rises from a shank that is encrusted with 196 colorless
VS micro set round diamonds equaling 1.09ct. Total
weight for this beauty is 8.26ct.

A JNK008: Spectacular diamond flowers to adorn her
neck! This joyful platinum necklace is meticulously set
with 231 marquise cut diamonds weighing 76.01ct, and
32 brilliant cut rounds at 7.35ct. An amazing piece of
wearable art in colorless, VS quality diamonds totaling
83.36ct.
B JER158: A dazzling floral cluster of diamonds make
a perfect pair of sparkling earrings you will love to wear.
The 10 colorless oval diamonds weigh 4.85ct and the
12 round diamonds weigh 1.21ct. Total weight for the
18k white gold pair is 6.06ct.

B JSM449: A beautifully shaped F SI Marquise cut diamond weighing 6.01ct sparkles with 182 colorless VS
round diamonds weighing 1.61ct that are micro paved
on the split shank and the elongated halo. Total weight
for the platinum piece is 7.62ct.

A

This style also available with a 5.02ct G SI1 center.
A

B

C JBR016: Six sparkling marquise shape diamonds
that weigh 4.85ct are connected by separators consisting of 21 triple set round diamonds that weigh a total of
2.75ct. The 135 round diamonds, micro set around the
marquise, weigh 1.65ct, completing the 18k white gold
bracelet. Total weight is 9.25ct.

B

C

D JSM251: A lovely proportioned, 2.00ct, GIA Certified
I SI1, Marquise cut diamond is perfect to slim the finger.
Decorating the crisscross platinum shank are 136 colorless VS round diamonds that weigh 0.83ct. Total weight
for this charmer is 2.83ct.

C

C JSM460: A tantalizing 8.97ct G SI1 Marquise cut
diamond visually slims and extends the finger. Two
tapered baguettes weighing 0.88ct sit on the platinum
shoulders of this modern setting. Total weight is a luxurious 9.85ct.
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E JSM432: A wonderfully proportioned 3.56ct GIA
Certified G SI1 Marquise cut diamond is accompanied
by 2 Trillion cut colorless diamonds of 0.88ct completing the three stone platinum ring. Adding to the charm
are 320 round colorless VS diamonds of 1.90ct that
sparkle and add interest to the galley and infinity shank.
Total weight for this platinum ring is 6.34ct.

D

E
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A

A JSM106: An outstanding 8.56ct, H VS2, Radiant
cut diamond is presented on an open platform in this
contemporary slant on a favorite traditional look. Two
tapered baguettes equaling 0.67ct and 130 micro pave
rounds weighing 1.05ct, cascade down the double
rows in this platinum setting, mindfully structured to
allow light to enter the diamonds from every angle. Total
weight is 10.28ct.

A JSM220: How do you express your passion on her
finger? You present her with this awe-inspiring, spectacular 11.19ct, I VS1, Radiant cut diamond, that is set
in platinum with 2 trapezoid diamonds of 1.10ct that
compliment the shoulder of the ring. With an amazing
total weight of 12.29ct, that’s how.

A
B

B

B JSM361: Bursting with brilliance is this highly desirable 5.35ct GIA F VVS1 Radiant cut diamond. Adding
to the luxury on this platinum mounting are 2 colorless
trapezoid diamonds of 0.77ct. Total weight is 6.12ct.

B JSM314: Handcrafted with love from our hands
to hers. This 5.66ct, G VS1, Radiant cut diamond sits
aloft on a platinum gallery with 2 trapezoid cut white
diamonds of 1.16ct caressing the shoulders of the ring.
The 194, colorless VS, micro set diamonds of 1.15ct
give detailing to the three sided shank. Total weight
is 7.97ct.

C JSM376: Coveted for centuries by Royalty and commoner alike, the diamond holds a mystery of appeal like
no other. This large 9.27ct GIA Certified I VS1 Radiant
cut diamond is no exception. It sits atop a platinum
mounting that holds 2 colorless Trapezoid cut diamonds
of 0.94ct weight. This desirable ring has a total of
10.21ct.

C

C JBR012: Five gleaming Radiant cut white diamonds
weighing 3.77ct grace the wrist in this lovely 18k white
gold bracelet. The 5 Radiant cut diamonds and the
diamond shaped spacer bars are accented with 283
colorless VS round micro paved diamonds totaling
2.04ct. Total weight is 5.81ct.

D JER058: Our 2010 JCK 1st Place Winner! Shimmery feathers of entwined 2 1/2inch diamond strands
add plenty of pizazz to an evening look. More than
5.50ct of colorless VS clarity stones are micro set in
18k white gold. The total weight of these feminine
chandeliers
is 5.58ct.

D
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D
C

D JSM439: Feeling sensual? You will when you wear
this 3 diamond ring featuring a 8.01ct GIA Certified I VS
Radiant cut diamond as its focal point. Two Trapezoid
colorless diamonds weighing 1.23ct complete the luscious look. Total weight is 9.24ct.

E TBR066: Spectacular, Stunning and Awesome are
just a few of the words to describe this 18k white gold
bracelet created by master craftsman using a mélange
of multi shaped colorless diamonds. This beautiful
bracelet has a grand total weight of 41.59ct.
E

19

A JER108: Young or old, diamond hoop earrings are
basic so these timeless, hoop earrings will be enjoyed by all generations in the family. These shown are
consisting of 26, colorless VS, round diamonds in 18k
white gold. Total weight is 7.01ct.

A

A

B

A JSM058: Classic, yet unconventional with a sparkling modern look; a 5.01ct Princess cut diamond, GIA
Certified J VS1, sits atop a three sided platinum band
sparkling with one hundred and sixty eight round diamonds of 1.06ct.

B

B JER178: A stunning complement to your outfit on
those special evenings is this pair of platinum earrings
holding two I VS1 Princess cut diamonds totaling
8.28ct. They are wrapped in a micro paved diamond
cushion border created with 68 round colorless VS diamonds of 0.95ct ; giving this beautiful pair of earrings a
total weight of 9.23ct.

B JSM430: A large 7.01ct GIA Certified G SI2 Radiant
cut diamond commands attention as it sits in the center
of this three stone platinum ring with 2 Trapezoid sides
weighing 0.75ct. The galley and micro paved shank has
a total of 218 round colorless VS diamonds weighing
2.30ct giving the ring an impressive total weight of
10.06ct.

C

C JSM109: A luxurious 4.31ct, G VS2, Radiant cut
diamond has the allure of sophistication in this Platinum
setting. The 219 colorless, VS rounds of 1.41ct are
micro set in a row around the center diamond and the
three sided shank. Two Trapezoid cuts of 0.76ct complete this exquisite ring giving it a total of 6.48ct.

C

C JSM044: A dazzling 6.87ct, J VS, Radiant cut
diamond is the center focal point of this Platinum ring.
The center diamond is surrounded by two rows of
226, colorless VS, micro set round diamonds equaling
1.82ct on the crown and down the shank. Total weight
is 8.69ct.

D

D JSM348: Show her how special she is with a generous 3.33ct GIA Certified I SI1 Radiant cut diamond that
sits between the 2 Trapezoid diamonds of 0.68ct. The
platinum mounting holds 242 colorless VS round micro
set diamonds weighing 1.23ct which gives this elegant
ring a total of 5.24ct.
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D

D JSM067: An eye catching 5.13ct, GIA Certified F
SI1, Radiant cut diamond is the focus of this elegant
ring. Two matched trapezoid cut diamonds weighing
1.27ct and a plethora of 210 colorless VS micro set
rounds, weighing 1.91ct complete the platinum setting.
Total weight is 8.31ct.
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A JSM390: A captivating beacon of light comes from
this 6.71ct I SI1 round diamond. The raised platinum
setting is encrusted with 132 round colorless VS micro
paved diamonds weighing 1.25ct. She will be thrilled to
wear this romantic fire burst of diamonds that weighs a
total of 7.96ct.

A

B

B JSM383: Oh My! Spectacular, yet tasteful in its presentation, a 9.43ct H VS Oval cut diamond sits cradled
in a Platinum mounting covered in 212 VS colorless micro set diamonds of 2.10ct weight. This desirable and
brilliant display of diamonds weighs a total of 11.53ct.

A
C

B

C JBR040: 57.00ct of diamonds on your wrist guarantees that you will be the stunning center of attention
at any occasion. You will be proud to wear this magnificent cuff bracelet of five rows of 205 colorless round
diamond that are meticulously set in 18k white gold
with the skillful craftsmanship and dedication to beauty
for a lifetime of enjoyment. Total weight is 57.00ct.

A JER009: The classic oval, always an excellent
choice, and doubly so with these beautifully-proportioned earrings. GIA certified F/G color ovals weighing
4.13ct hang below matched smaller ovals at 2.02ct,
and 84 colorless VS clarity rounds weighing 1.23ct,
put the finishing touch on the platinum settings. Total
weight for the pair is 7.38ct.
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B DC918885: Spectacular three strand 18k white gold
necklace dazzles the eye with 52 colorless VS, oval cut
diamonds weighing 13.74ct; meticulously micro set with
2032 colorless VS clarity rounds weighing 13.96 carats.
Total weight is 27.70 carats.

D JER142: Positively Stunning! This pair of diamond
earrings is gorgeous. The center round diamonds are
over 6 carats each! One round diamond weighs 6.16ct
I VS2 and the other is 6.02ct I VS1. The two hundred
twenty eight, colorless, VS, round diamonds weighing
1.27ct circle each center stone. Set in Platinum, total
weight is 13.45ct.

D
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A

A

A JER107: Every woman loves large diamond hoop
earrings and these are especially eye catching. Although you can order them in various sizes these
shown come with 48 round VS colorless diamonds
weighing 11.77ct! Meticulously set in 18k white gold,
you have a combination that can’t go wrong.

A JBR067: When you want a contemporary sophistication for your special event, wrap this beautiful bracelet
around your wrist. It holds 14 round colorless diamonds of 9.90ct and 28 double shred prong baguettes
of 6.87ct weight. This alluring bracelet has a total
weight of 16.77ct.

B

B JSM354: A scintillating sparkle of light in this feminine three stone ring will excite today’s modern woman.
A 5.24ct GIA Certified I VS2 Oval cut diamond is the
center focus between 2 oval cut diamonds of 1.21ct in
this three stone platinum ring. Total weight for this eye
catcher is 6.45ct.
Also available in a 4.01ct GIA I VS1

B JER152: What woman wouldn’t want a spectacular
pair of diamond earrings that would be a basic complement to her wardrobe? These platinum earrings hold 2
matching 4.28ct colorless round diamonds. The halo
effect consists of 80, colorless VS, round diamonds
weighing 0.45ct. Total weight is 9.01ct.
B

C JSM458: The modern and classic three stone ring
is perfect for today’s modern woman and this 8.01ct
G VS2 Oval diamond is the perfect center of attention
in this Platinum ring. Adding a touch of whimsy are 2
colorless VS pear shaped diamonds of 1.57ct. Total
weight is 9.58ct.

C
C

C JSM250: A take on the traditional solitaire with a little added “Bling”. This 5.07ct J VS2 round cut diamond
sits proudly on a platinum band that has an added
touch of luxury from 54 colorless VS round diamonds
weighing 1.38ct. Total weight is 6.45ct.

D JBR054: Fashions come and go but there is nothing
better or longer lasting than a gorgeous basic diamond
tennis-style bracelet to wrap around her wrist. We’ve
given it a new look by creating this Platinum bracelet
using 37 colorless oval cut diamonds that weigh a total
of 21.00cts.

D

D JSM210: Like Venus in the night sky, a divine,
7.28ct, H VS2, round Brilliant cut diamond, is suspended in heavenly platinum, and shines the most intently in
the twinkling starlight of 120, VS, colorless, rounds that
weigh 0.97ct. The shoulders of the ring hold 2 tapered
Baguette cut diamonds weighing 1.17ct. Total weight is
9.42ct

D

Also available with a 5.02ct H SI1
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A JNK118: Want a bauble to adorn your neckline when
wearing your favorite little black dress? Well this is it. A
4.01ct GIA Certified I SI1 Pear shape diamond hangs
from a 0.47ct round colorless diamond and both are
enhanced as they are wrapped with 36 colorless VS
round diamonds of 0.43ct. The Diamonds by the Yard
chain holds 8 round colorless diamonds of 0.70ct. Total
for this lovely Platinum necklace is 5.61ct.
A

A JSM284: Both spellbinding and spectacular, this
13.29ct, GIA Certified M VS2, is an awe-inspiring
diamond. The facets appear to be on fire, the rays of
light explode throughout the stone creating a visual
effect that excites the eyes and the heart. The two side
baguette cut diamonds weigh 0.80ct. This platinum ring
has a total of 14.09ct.

A

Also available with a 3.01ct GIA G SI2, a 2.88ct E SI1
or a 2.03ct GIA E SI1

B

B

B JER149: Perfect to wear with that little black cocktail dress is this pair of two pear shaped drop diamond
earrings. They are wrapped in a row of diamonds and
they dangle and sparkle with every turn of the head.
The 2 pear shaped diamonds are GIA Certified, one
is a 1.08ct F SI1, the other is a 1.17ct H SI1, 2 round
colorless weigh 0.34ct and the 60 round diamonds total
0.58ct. Total weight for the pair, set in 18k white gold,
is 3.17ct..
C JBR065: Be still my heart! An absolutely gorgeous
bracelet made of a mélange of diamond shapes. The
mixture consists of 34 pear shapes, 15 marquise and
96 round colorless diamonds. Total weight for this platinum medley is 31.26ct.

C

D

B JNK129: A spectacular diamond Platinum filigree
pendant style necklace has 28 round colorless diamonds weighing 9.29ct and 69 colorless round diamonds of 0.40ct. It holds a GIA Certified 8.79ct J SI1
Pear shape diamond that accentuates the cleavage.
Total weight is 18.48ct.

C JER132: When you need a perfect pair of earrings to
look stunning for that special occasion these will fit the
bill. Hanging from 2 round diamonds of 2.03ct are 12
marquise cut diamonds and 4 pear shaped diamonds
weighing 12.95ct. Total weight for this dramatic pair is
14.98ct.

C

D JNK053: You will be wearing “Diamonds by the
Yard” when you put on this beautiful handcrafted lariat
that features a spectacular 6.02ct, H VS, pear-shape
diamond. The platinum lariat chain has sixty one round,
colorless VS clarity, diamonds weighing 2.67ct and 103
micro paved diamonds of 0.33ct in matching clarity.
Total weight is 9.02ct.
E JBR061: You’ll feel your heart beat a little faster as
you fasten this sparkling and stylish diamond bracelet
on your wrist as you prepare for that special evening
out. This platinum diamond art deco bracelet is perfect
for any occasion. Total weight is 30.44ct.

D JER129: Refined and shapely, these nicely balanced
platinum earrings feature 2 GIA Certified 2.02ct I VVS2,
and a 2.05ct H VS1, round center diamonds that swing
from two rounds weighing 0.58ct. Top to bottom are
88 micro set rounds weighing 0.73ct. Total weight is
5.38ct.

E

D

E

E JSM243: Wrapped in a constellation of twinkling diamonds, this large, 5.95ct, I SI1, Round cut diamond is
lifted up to catch the rays of light as it sits in a triple row
18k white gold shank that is covered with 166 colorless
VS diamonds of 2.09ct. Total weight is 9.10ct.
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A JNK028: Seven tantalizing pear shaped diamonds,
all GIA Certified D-F VS-SI, and totaling 11.16ct, hang
from 93 diamond “petals” of Marquise cut stones
weighing 18.85ct, and 155 micro set colorless VS quality rounds of 9.38ct weight. The total diamond weight of
this remarkable necklace is 39.39ct.

A

B
A

C

B

A JBR055: A wow of a tennis bracelet! Twenty one
beautiful oval cut diamonds weighing 11.93ct wrap the
wrist in gleaming sparkle. A plethora of 432, colorless
VS, round diamonds encircle each center stone and
weigh a total of 3.01ct. This platinum bracelet weighs a
total of 14.94ct.

B JER159: Captivating floral diamond earrings bloom
eternally in any season. The 10 oval cut white diamonds
creating the petals weigh 4.97ct. The center 2 white
round diamonds weigh 1.03ct and the 140, colorless
VS, round micro paved diamonds weigh 1.05ct. These
floral clip earrings are set in 18k white gold. Total weight
is 7.05ct.

C JSM207: A generous 5.04ct, GIA Certified F SI2
oval-cut diamond finds the perfect balance with
matched ovals weighing 2.12ct total. The elegant platinum setting is adorned with the contrasting delicacy
of 238 VS colorless micro set rounds weighing 1.15ct.
Total weight is 8.31ct.
Also available with a 5.06ct G VS1
D

D JSM441: Let this large 7.12ct GIA Certified I SI2
Oval cut diamond, with its 2 half-moon cut colorless
VS diamonds of 0.99ct on the sides, captivate all on
lookers as it sits in the platinum basket high above the
triple row shank that is micro paved with 76 colorless
VS round diamonds of 0.85ct. Total weight is 8.96ct.
Also available in a 4.19ct GIA I VS1
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B JER175: Two striking Pear shaped diamonds, Certified H and G SI1 weigh a total of 8.15ct. They dangle
seductively from 2 pear shaped diamonds weighing a
combined 2.03ct. Set in Platinum, all four pieces are
wrapped in 88 colorless VS round diamonds of 1.21ct
weight. Giving a grand total of 11.39ct that will dazzle
everyone.
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A JNK130: A perfect piece to add to your jewelry box;
this 3.90ct Pear shape diamond pendant has a shared
prong diamond halo of 23 round colorless VS diamond
weighing 1.00ct. Hanging from a Diamonds by the Yard
chain holding 8 round colorless diamonds of 0.64ct, the
total weight is 5.54ct.

A

A JSM428: Like shining stars in the night sky, this
beautiful 4.34ct I SI1 Round cut diamond, along with
the diamond halo and encrusted shank, will light up
your heart and catch the eye of everyone around. The
173 colorless VS round diamonds of 2.00ct bring the
total weight for this platinum beauty to 6.34ct.

B

Also available with a 5.12ct and a 2.52 I SI1 Center

B JNK125: A gentle sparkler at the throat is a basic
for every day wear. This sweet 1.02ct GIA Certified I
SI round diamond is haloed with a single row of 20 colorless VS diamonds of 0.14ct. The “Diamonds by the
Yard” chain holds 8 diamonds equaling 0.70ct. Total
weight is 1.86ct.

B
A

B JSM294: A three stone Platinum ring holding a
3.03ct GIA Certified I VS1, Pear shape diamond is
charming and appeals to her glamorous nature. The 2
bullet cut diamonds that give interest to the sides weigh
0.43ct and it is all topped off with 225, colorless VS
diamonds weighing 1.25ct that are micro paved to give
sparkle and dazzle. Total weight is 4.71ct.

C

C JWB014: Twice the love and twice the brilliance.
Two pear shaped diamonds weighing 4.20ct and 2
emerald cut diamonds weighing 0.54ct wrap the finger
in this Platinum by-pass ring. Adding detail to the sides
are 8 baguettes of 0.34ct weight giving the ring a total
of 5.08ct.

C

C JSM379: Your sweetheart will love this dramatic and
brilliant 6.25ct J VS2 round cut diamond set in a luxurious Platinum mounting encrusted with 157 micro paved
colorless VS diamonds that equal 2.73ct. Total weight
for this beauty is 8.98ct.

D JBR059: Scintillating sparkles of light come from
8 beautiful, VS quality Oval cut diamonds weighing
4.65ct. Surrounding them are 262 micro set round colorless VS diamonds weighing 2.60ct. Set in platinum,
the total weight for this piece is 7.25ct.

D JBR011: Wrap your wrist with thirty four dazzling diamonds set in this “Diamond Box” style, 18k white gold
bracelet. The 17 Asscher cut diamonds weigh 3.51ct
and the17, round brilliant cut diamonds weigh 3.69ct.
Total weight is 7.20ct.
D
D
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A JSM394: A beautifully shaped and very romantic
looking 4.44ct GIA Certified E VS1 Pear shape diamond
will adorn the finger of one lucky lady! This Platinum
setting also holds 2 Tapered Baguettes weighing 0.78ct
giving her a ring with a total weight of 5.22ct.

A JER170: Platinum and diamonds, a perfect combination for any occasion. Here you have 2 oval cut diamonds of 2.28ct perfectly set with 60 round colorless
VS diamonds of 0.32ct enhancing them. Total weight is
2.60ct which is just the right amount of sparkle for most
evenings.

Also available with a 4.13ct GIA E SI1
B JSM377: A delightful 5.01ct GIA Certified K SI1 Oval
cut diamond, wrapped in a diamond halo, sits aloft its
Platinum mounting that has 98 round colorless VS diamonds of 0.80ct weight embedded in micro pave style
on the split shank. Total weight is 5.81ct.

B

B JSM337: This ring should knock their socks off! A
very large 8.24ct, GIA Certified J VS2, round Brilliant
cut diamond has a fire-burst of light coming from it. The
platinum split shank mounting is enhanced with 122,
colorless VS, micro paved diamonds weighing 0.52ct.
Total weight is 8.67ct.

A

C JNK043: Eye catching and very alluring as it lies on
the bodice: this pendant with two Pear shaped diamonds, hang from a Handmade Platinum chain. The
4.01ct, H SI1, is connected to the 1.08ct H VS2, pear
cut diamond and a 0.19ct, colorless VS, baby Asscher
cut diamond. Six, colorless VS, round diamonds of
1.01ct shimmer on the Handmade Platinum chain. Total
weight is 6.29ct.
C JBR058: Brilliance for the wrist! It always feels good
to wear a sparkling diamond bracelet and this one
should fit the occasion. Eight brilliant colorless oval cut
diamonds weighing 4.10ct are separated by 9 round
colorless diamonds of 1.75ct. All are wrapped with 137
colorless VS round diamonds of 1.30ct. This 18k white
gold bracelet weighs a total of 8.31ct.

C

D

D JER127: Destined to be some lucky girl’s best
friends! These vibrant, H VS1 round diamonds weigh
2.45ct and 2.50ct, and are finished with 66 colorless VS
diamonds weighing 0.88ct. Total weight for the platinum
pair is 5.83ct.

C

A
B

D JBR052: The drama of the Art Deco period comes
alive in this fabulous bracelet featuring an old European
cut center diamond and a splash of green emeralds for
accent. Absolutely stunning with an approximate total
weight of 48.00ct!

D

E

E JSM387: This 2.64ct GIA Certified H SI1 Round
Brilliant cut diamond shines like a star surrounded by
a constellation of 80 colorless VS round diamonds of
1.05ct. Total weight for this sparkling Platinum ring is
3.69ct.
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A JNK087: So simply irresistible you’ll want to wear it
every day. A lovely 3.76ct, I VS2, Pear shape diamond
has a row wrapped around it of 21, colorless VS, round
diamonds weighing 0.35ct. The “diamonds by the yard”
chain has 10 rounds of 0.52ct. Total weight for this 18k
white gold necklace is 4.63ct.

A

A

A JSM336: Well this ought to get them drooling with
envy! A large 6.39ct, I VS1, round brilliant cut diamond
dazzles in the center of this 18k white gold ring that is
covered on all sides with sparkling diamonds. There are
16 baguette cut diamonds of 1.12ct channel set on the
sides and 84 round diamonds of 1.32ct, all colorless VS
quality. Total weight is 8.83ct.

B

B JSM074: A deliciously proportioned, 5.04ct, GIA
Certified D SI2, Pear shape diamond is complemented
by an open crisscrossed double shank, frosted with 99
colorless VS rounds weighing 1.36ct. This delectable
platinum ring has a total weight of 6.40ct.

B

B JNK055: Accentuate your neckline with this lovely
4.02ct, I SI1, Pear shape diamond that is embellished
with 212, colorless VS, round diamonds of 1.08ct
weight which also form circular spacers throughout the
platinum chain. Total weight is 5.10ct.

Also available with a 5.05ct G SI1

C JSM108: A constellation of stars, brilliant and
mesmerizing, dazzle the observer when they gaze at
this 4.47ct GIA Certified, I VS1, round cut diamond. It
is encircled by a halo of 138 rounds that equal 1.20ct
micro set on an 18k white gold crisscross band. Total
weight is 5.67ct.

C

C

C JER106: Immerse your sophisticated self in luxury
when you wear these perfectly matched pear shaped
drop earrings consisting of two matching GIA Certified, I SI1, pear shaped diamonds weighing 6.01ct that
are accented with 70 round colorless VS diamonds
of 0.77ct. Total weight for these timeless beauties is
6.78ct.

D TBR050: Diamond cuffs make a great fashion
statement, and this one says it loud and clear with 612
brilliant diamonds set in 18k white gold, weighing a total
of 32.54ct.

D

34

D

D JSM414: Hearts and Arrows are evident in this
dazzling 3.01ct H SI1 round cut diamond. The triple
row shank and halo are micro paved with 204 colorless
VS round diamonds of 2.15ct. Set in platinum, the total
weight is 5.16ct.
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A

B

A

A JNK050: “The Queen of Hearts” So stunning in its
simplicity and mesmerizing to the eye, this 6.07ct, H
VS1 beauty holds court as it floats from her 18kt white
gold chain.

C

Also available in a 5.09ct and a 3.01ct G SI1

A JSM457: When you give her your heart she will wear
it forever. This 5.02ct G VS2 Heart shaped diamond
sits between 2 tapered baguettes weighing 1.01ct. Set
in Platinum, this three stone ring weighs a total
of 6.01ct.

B

B JNK108: Passion, Love, Adoration and Timeless
Beauty are all wrapped up in this exquisite necklace.
This handcrafted platinum piece holds a 1.58ct, GIA
Certified F SI1, heart shaped diamond. The 26 colorless
heart shaped diamonds weigh 13.67ct and the 624,
colorless VS, micro set diamonds weigh 9.44ct giving
this incredible necklace a total weight of 24.69ct.

B JNK090: She will be proud to wear the beautiful
symbol of love around her neck. This 3.22ct, I SI1, heart
shape diamond hangs beautifully on a “Diamonds by
the Yard” platinum chain embellished with 74 colorless
diamonds of 1.16ct. The center heart has a pave halo
border of 26 colorless diamonds weighing 0.20ct. Total
weight of this platinum piece is 4.58cttw.

C

C JNK117: Doubly sweet with double the emotion; a
Platinum pendant holds two heart shaped diamonds
that are perfect symbolism for many occasions, perhaps
for the birth of the first child. The larger heart weighing
4.33ct is suspended from a 0.32ct smaller baby heart
shaped diamond. There are 8 round diamonds weighing
0.70ct in the “Diamonds by the Yard” platinum chain.
Total weight is 5.35ct.

D

D JNK109: The undeniable passion you feel is personified in this platinum necklace featuring a 3.50ct GIA
Certified H SI1 heart shaped diamond. Two rows of 52
colorless VS round diamonds expand the heart to three
times its size. The Diamonds by the Yard chain hold 68
diamonds of 1.90ct weight. Total weight is 6.00ct.
E JNK119: What a lovely way to show your love! This
sweet 5.02ct Heart shaped diamond is wrapped in a
micro paved halo of 54 round colorless VS diamonds of
0.45ct. It is suspended from a platinum “Diamonds by
the Yard” chain holding 8 round colorless diamonds of
0.70ct. Total weight is 6.17ct.

C JER006: Show the Queen of your heart your love by
giving her this beautiful pair of matching heart shaped
earrings. Set in 18kt white gold, the center diamonds
weigh 4.01ct and are embellished with 49 colorless VS
round diamonds of 1.19ct. Total weight for the pair is
5.20ct.
D JER016: Two pear shaped diamonds, GIA Certified I
SI1, of approximately 3.00ct, swing from graceful figure
eight trapezes of 18k white gold, micro set with 161
colorless VS rounds of 1.18ct, and topped with two,
colorless VS rounds of 0.71ct. Total weight for the pair
is 4.89ct.
E JSM375: A tear of joy, love and laughter seems
to have been frozen in time in this 7.32ct I SI1 pear
shaped diamond she will always wear with pride. It sits
on a modern Platinum mounting that also holds 2 colorless tapered baguettes weighing 2.14ct. Total weight
is 9.64ct.

D

Also available with a 4.06ct heart shape.
F JSM409: A classic three stone platinum ring is set
with a center luscious 5.05ct F SI pear shaped diamonds. The accompanying 2 pear shape stones weighing 0.93ct complete the trio. Total weight is 5.98ct.

E

F

E

F

F JSM205: When you give your heart to her with this
eternal symbol of love, the diamond, she will know how
much you love her. A 10.03ct, GIA Certified K SI1, heart
-shaped diamond sits on a raised platinum mounting that holds 300 micro set, colorless, VS diamonds
weighing 2.45ct. The ring shines and sparkles like the
ever growing love you two feel. Total weight is 12.48ct.
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A JNK036: A garden of earthly delights! These gorgeous petals of 112 marquise cut diamonds, weighing 19.20ct, create an arbor for twelve fancy yellow
diamonds at 13.21ct, in bloom around a 3.09ct fancy
yellow focal stone. The 18kt white and yellow gold
design is embedded with 56 colorless rounds at 5.60ct.
The total weight is 41.10ct..
B JER075: Whimsical flowers created by 8 delicate,
colorless marquise diamonds of 1.26ct and 2 round diamond centers of 0.21ct, sprout from fancy yellow oval
s weighing 2.00ct. Set in 18k white and yellow gold, the
total weight for the pair is 3.47ct.

A

B

JSM421: A spectacular and dramatic 15.26ct GIA
Certified FLY SI1 Cushion cut diamond rises to the
occasion on a diamond encrusted galley that also holds
2 colorless Half-moon diamonds of 1.41ct weight. The
336 colorless VS round diamond weighing 2.52ct are
micro set on the galley and the infinity shank. Total
weight for this beauty is 19.19ct.
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A JSM423: A 5.58ct Fancy Intense Yellow Cushion cut
diamond wrapped in 18k yellow gold sits raised above
the diamond covered split shank of this platinum ring.
The 165 colorless VS round diamonds equaling 1.60ct
are micro paved into the halo, the galley and the shank
giving a total bling of 7.18ct.

A JNK071: Can’t you just picture yourself wearing
this lovely necklace with one of your outfits? It holds a
2.02ct Fancy Yellow Cushion cut diamond as the focal
point. Ninety seven, colorless VS, round diamonds of
0.30ct encircle the center yellow diamond that is safely
bezel set in 18k yellow gold. The chain and mounting is
Platinum.

A

Also available with a 4.00ct GIA Certified Fancy Yellow
VS2 Cushion cut diamond with a total weight of 5.48ct.

A
B

B

B JER100: Elegant, refined and never out of style,
these understated earrings have 2 matching 3.07ct,
fancy yellow VS quality, cushion cut diamonds and 92
micro set rounds weighing 1.57ct. Set in 18k white and
yellow gold, total weight of the pair is 7.71ct.

D
C

B JSM221: Wear a small ray of sunshine on your hand
with this 1.54ct GIA Certified, Fancy Intense Yellow
VVS2, Cushion cut diamond shining resplendently from
this Platinum ring covered with 70 brilliant, colorless VS,
round diamonds weighing 0.45ct. Total weight is 1.99ct.

C JSM274: A beautiful 5.01ct, GIA Certified Fancy
Light Yellow VS1, Cushion cut diamond radiates warmth
and happiness to the viewer. The micro paved 208 colorless VS weighing 1.70 surround the center stone and
the 2 Cadillac Trap cut side diamonds of 0.40ct. All set
in a gorgeous platinum and 18k yellow gold mounting,
bringing the total weight to 7.11ct.

C

D JER183: A pair of Fancy Yellow diamonds weighing
4.12ct dangle at the center of these diamond earrings.
The two sided infinity paved border holds 130 colorless
round diamonds of 1.50ct weight. Set is 18k white and
yellow gold the total weight is 5.60ct.

C JSM386: A Platinum split shank holds this 3.01ct
Fancy Yellow Cushion cut diamond bezel set in 18k yellow gold. Adding sparkle to the shank are 78 sparkling
colorless VS round diamonds of 0.90ct. Total weight
for this platinum and 18k yellow gold ring is 3.91ct.

D JSM398: A 2.00ct GIA Certified Fancy Yellow
Cushion cut diamond is wrapped in 18k yellow gold and
then surrounded by a row of diamonds as well as the
Platinum split shank which also has micro paved colorless diamonds embedded. The 93 round colorless VS
diamonds total 0.88ct giving the ring a 2.88ct total.

This style is also available in a 5.06cttw.

E
D

E JBR042: Flirtatious diamond flowers are created with
eight sunny fancy yellow square radiant cuts, weighing
8.07ct, and 189 sparkling white VS rounds totaling
9.75cts. Twenty two round fancy yellows at 0.11ct decorate the clasp, bringing the total weight of this platinum and 18k yellow gold bracelet to 17.93ct.

E JSM427: The timeless beauty of a GIA Certified
7.01ct Fancy Light Yellow, VVS2 Cushion cut diamond
inspired our appealing platinum ring design. The center
stone is wrapped in 18k yellow gold; the gallery and
infinity shank are covered with 235 colorless VS round
diamonds weighing 1.95ct. Two half-moon cut diamonds sitting on the shoulder of the ring weigh 0.53ct,
giving this beauty a total of 9.49ct.

E

40
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A JSM305: Like trying to capture the sun, two rows of
brilliant white round diamonds create a halo around the
center 5.66ct, Fancy Intense Yellow VS, Cushion cut
diamond. It is safely bezeled in 18ky yellow gold on the
platinum setting that is holding 192 colorless VS, round
diamond of 1.02ct. Total weight is 6.68ct..

A JSM406: A 2.01ct Fancy Yellow Cushion cut diamond is safely bezel set in 18k yellow gold atop this
platinum mounting. Accenting the ring are 2 colorless
half moon cut diamonds of 0.33ct on the sides and 212
colorless VS diamonds of 1.40ct that are micro paved
for enhancement of the double row shank. Total weight
is 3.74ct.

B JSM173: A raised crown of 197, colorless VS, round
diamonds weighing 1.43ct accentuate the graceful
open sides of this platinum and 18k yellow gold ring.
The center Cushion cut diamond is a 3.01ct, Fancy
Yellow SI1, which is safely bezel set into the domed
halo crown. Total weight is 4.44ct.

A

A
B

B

C JSM346: Revealing the diamond’s beauty by allowing light to enter the stone, a 4.09ct GIA Certified VVS2
Fancy Yellow sits raised above the shank wrapped in
a halo of diamonds. The 102 micro paved, colorless
VS, round diamonds on this platinum and 18k yellow
gold ring weigh 1.03ct, giving the ring a total weight of
5.11ct..

D

C

B JER140: Your earrings will sparkle with every gentle
movement of your head as you accept the compliments of the evening. Two, Fancy Yellow, Cushion cut
diamonds weighing 6.30ct are safely bezel set in 18k
yellow gold. The halo of 128, colorless VS, round diamonds weigh 1.01ct and are pave set into the platinum
mounting giving you a total weight of 7.31ct.

C

D JSM110: Alive with a burst of color, this 5.90ct, GIA
certified, Fancy Light Yellow VS2, Cushion cut center
diamond is set in 18k yellow gold. Adding drama to
the platinum ring is the sparkling white of the two, Half
Moon cut, side diamonds weighing 0.63ct and two
hundred and twelve, colorless VS, microset round diamonds weighing 1.98ct. Total weight is 8.51ct. .

E JER141: Diamond studs are perfect for day or night
events. These two matching Cushion cut diamonds,
GIA certified Fancy Light Yellow VS2, totaling 4.20ct,
are no exception. Surrounded by 134 paved colorless
diamonds weighing 1.01ct and set in 18k white and
yellow gold you will be perfect for any occasion. Total
weight is 5.21ct

E

C JSM400: A 3.28ct GIA Certified Fancy Light Yellow
SI1 Cushion cut diamond gives a powerful presence in
the center of this platinum setting. Two Cadillac Trapezoid cut colorless VS diamonds of 0.49ct add interest
to this modern halo setting covered in 188 colorless VS
diamonds of 1.48ct. Total weight for the platinum and
18k yellow gold ring is 5.25ct.

D

42

D JSM327: Wow, dramatic and opulent in size, this
12.66ct GIA Certified SI2 Fancy Yellow Cushion cut
diamond is breathtaking! Two matching half moons
sitting on the shoulder weigh 2.06ct. The gallery holds
a surprise of color with 74 yellow round diamonds of
0.25ct along with the 188 colorless VS round diamonds
of 1.20ct. Set in platinum and 18k yellow gold, total
weight is 16.17ct.
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A JSM402: An effervescent GIA Certified Fancy Yellow
VVS1 Cushion cut diamond weighing 2.26ct is the
focus of this platinum and 18k yellow gold ring. The
shank holds 12 colorless VS baguettes of 0.65ct and
52 colorless VS round diamonds enhance the ring with
their brilliance. Total weight is 3.49ct.

A

B JNK064: A wonderful combination of shapes sets
this necklace apart from the expected. A fancy yellow
cushion cut diamond, weighing 2.05ct, is placed below
a 0.24ct white round, and a 0.58ct tapered white baguette. Framed in platinum and 18k yellow gold, micro
set with 56, colorless VS, rounds weighing 0.28ct; the
total weight is 3.15ct.

A
B

C JSM319: A large 4.34ct Cushion cut diamond, GIA
Certified Fancy Yellow VS1, is resplendent as it sits, bezel set in 18k yellow gold, in the center of this 3 stone
platinum ring. The 2 colorless Cushion cut diamonds on
the sides weigh in at 0.54ct and all three are embellished with 212, colorless VS, round diamonds totaling
1.59ct. Total weight is 6.47ct.

A JSM014: Oh, the beauty of Intense Yellow combined
with the brightness of beautiful white diamonds! Here
we have fabulous 3.24ct, GIA Certified, Fancy Intense
Yellow VS1, Cushion cut diamond topping off a sparkling Platinum shank that is encrusted with 38, colorless
VS, round diamonds weighing 0.46ct. Two colorless,
Half Moon cut, diamonds weighing 0.44ct, add brilliance and interest as they caress the center yellow
cushion cut diamond. Total weight for this platinum and
18k yellow gold ring is 4.14ct.

B

B JSM359: An exceptional 5.01ct GIA Certified Internally Flawless Fancy Yellow Cushion cut diamond sits in
luxurious splendor between 2 half-moon cut colorless
diamonds of 0.98ct on a modern and sleek platinum
and 18k yellow gold mounting. Total weight is 5.99ct.
Also available with a 2.43ct GIA FLY VS1

C JSM043: A GIA Certified 3.88ct, Fancy Yellow,
Cushion Cut diamond, takes center stage in this 18k
white and yellow gold setting. Two shield shaped colorless, VS, side diamonds of 0.49ct total and fifty eight,
colorless, VS round diamonds of 0.66ct dazzle the eye
as they complete the setting which totals 5.03ct.

C

D JSM168: The ladies will be impressed with the color
and size of this 9.04ct GIA Certified, Fancy Light Yellow
VS1 cushion cut diamond. Simply designed to
mesmerize in its platinum and 18k yellow gold setting
with 140 colorless VS rounds weighing 1.12ct adding to
the drama. Total weight is 10.16ct.

D

C
D

E JSM317: Bursting with color and impressive in size,
you will fall in love with this 10.00ct GIA Certified, Fancy
Light Yellow VS2, Cushion cut diamond bezel set in 18k
yellow gold. The 202, colorless VS, round diamonds,
weighing 3.00ct, sparkle and dazzle as they wrap
around the center stone and cascade down the Platinum crisscrossed shank. Total weight is 13.00ct.

E

D JSM424: Spectacular in size and awe-inspiring to
your friends, a 10.04ct GIA Certified Fancy Light Yellow
catches everyone’s attention. It is set in a crown of 18k
yellow gold atop a slight split platinum shank micro
paved with 176 colorless VS round diamonds of 2.24ct.
Total weight is a grand 12.28ct.
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B
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A

A JNK115: A feminine Platinum pendant with a 3.04ct
Fancy Yellow Heart cut diamond, hangs from a Diamonds by the Yard chain that holds 64 round diamonds
of 2.40ct. The pendant holds a row of 20 colorless VS
diamonds of 0.34ct micro paved around it. Total weight
is 5.78ct.

B JNK127: Hanging seductively from a Diamond by the
Yards platinum chain holding 68 colorless diamonds of
1.84ct is a mesmerizing 7.03ct Certified Fancy Intense
Yellow VS2 heart shaped diamond wrapped in 128
round colorless VS diamonds on the 2 sided infinity micro pave halo border. Total weight for the platinum and
18k yellow gold piece is 9.63ct.

C JNK121: You are my Sweetheart and this beautiful
9.07ct Fancy Intense Yellow heart cut diamond shows
it. Hanging from a Diamonds by the Yard chain with
0.68ct in diamonds, the center stone catches the eye
as it is enhanced by 62 shimmering colorless VS round
diamonds of 1.15ct. The platinum and 18k yellow gold
pendant and chain has a total weight of 10.90ct

B

D

D JSM156: This ring says love with a capital L. An
Intense Yellow, Internally Flawless diamond is a spectacular find and this 6.00ct GIA Certified FIY IF, Heart
shaped diamond is a perfect way to show your love.
It is bezel set in 18k yellow gold and set into a platinum mounting with 191 colorless VS rounds weighing
1.34ct. Total weight is 7.34ct.
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A JER077: Dazzle the eye with these lovely drop
earrings featuring 2 fancy yellow pear shape diamonds
weighing 2.86ct. They are surrounded by two rows of
158 pave set, colorless VS quality diamonds, of 0.95
carat weight. Two colorless pear shape diamonds of
0.65ct top the 18k white and yellow gold earrings. Total
weight for the pair is 4.46ct.
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B JNK027: A fairy tale in diamonds! This 18k white and
yellow gold necklace with a delightful centerpiece that
features a 4.08ct, fancy yellow, pear shape diamond
pendant beneath flower petals of 4, colorless VS, marquise diamonds of 2.19ct. Eleven fancy yellow pears,
totaling 14.89ct, and 733 micro set, colorless VS,
rounds complete this dreamy piece, bringing the total
weight to 26.22ct.

A JER114: Gentle pear shaped drops illuminate the
face and draw attention to the wearer. Fancy yellow
diamonds weighing 2.54ct are counter balanced by
sparkling rounds of 0.50ct, and framed with 76 rounds
of 0.48ct. Set in 18k white and yellow gold, the total
weight for the pair is 3.52ct.

C

B JSM306: A lovely shaped 3.67ct Fancy Yellow pear
shaped diamond is the focal point of this platinum and
18k yellow gold ring. It is safely bezel set with 18k yellow gold and then caressed by 191, colorless VS, round
diamonds that are micro paved on the shank and the
under gallery so it sparkles from all angles. Total weight
is 5.77ct.

A

B
B

A

C

C JNK120: Enhance the neckline with a touch of color.
This 2.12ct Yellow pear shape diamond is wrapped in
18k yellow gold and suspended from a 0.43ct colorless round diamond. They are then surrounded by 40
brilliant colorless VS round diamonds weighing 0.42ct.
The Diamonds by the Yard chain holds 8 diamonds of
0.68ct. All total for the 18k white gold piece is 3.65ct.

D JBR019: Distinctive and differing shape add to the
intrigue of this 18k white and yellow gold bracelet. Seven fancy yellows weighing 7.52ct, alternate with eight
cushion cut, colorless VS clarity diamonds at 3.41ct.
Accentuated by 208 colorless VS clarity rounds at
2.16ct, the total weight is 13.09ct.

A JER079: Powerfully feminine, charming and attention
grabbing at the same time, these 12.12ct earrings are
sure to dazzle at any occasion. The diamond two tone
ribbon effect is a combination of Pear shapes and Marquise shapes. The two large, magnificent, Pear shape
diamond drops are GIA Certified and equal 4.36ct. Total
weight for the pair is 12.12ct.

B JER073: These sublime literally burst with light!
Fourteen fancy yellow pears weighing 13.65ct, eight
colorless marquise diamonds at 2.52ct, and ten colorless rounds at 1.00ct are set in 18k white and yellow
gold. Total weight for the pair is chandeliers 17.17ct.
E

E JSM161: A joy to behold is this majestic 5.32ct,
Fancy Yellow VS2, pear shaped diamond. It is simply
and so perfectly underscored with an 18ky bezel and
129 colorless rounds at 1.75ct, that continue along the
crisscross sides of the platinum mounting. Total weight
is 7.07ct.

C JNK001: This splendid 17” handcrafted platinum and
18kt yellow gold and diamond necklace. A definite eye
catcher with its two perfectly matched double pearshape drop diamonds. The GIA certified 4.06 ct. fancy,
Intense Yellow pear-shape, and the 4.05 ct., certified
D color, pear-shape hang from a colorless marquise diamond weighing 1.30 carats. The platinum and 18 karat
yellow gold necklace is enhanced with eighty, round,
colorless, at 5.85 carats. Total weight for this magnificent piece is 15.26 carats.

D

D

D JSM252: Timeless, traditional, yet modern with a
touch of femininity; this beautiful GIA Certified, 5.02ct,
Fancy Yellow Internally Flawless, Pear shape diamond
has that timeless appeal as it sits gracefully atop a
clean platinum and 18k yellow gold setting accompanied by two tapered, colorless Baguette shaped
diamonds of 1.13ct. Total weight is 6.15ct.
Also available in a 5.16ct FY VVS and a 6.17 FLY SI2
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A JSM429: Tapered diamond baguettes add interest
as they enhance the sides of this wide shank that also
holds a 3.51ct GIA Certified Fancy Yellow VVS2 Radiant
cut diamond. The 14 Baguettes weight 0.70ct and the
98 colorless VS round micro paved diamonds weigh
1.35ct. Total weight for the Platinum and 18k yellow
gold ring is 5.56ct.

C

Also available with 2.07ct FY VS1 or a 2.39ct.
B DC904091: An impressive 10.01ct, GIA Certified
Fancy Canary Yellow SI1, Pear shaped pendant is outlined with 92 micro paved colorless rounds at 0.46ct.
The platinum and 18kt yellow gold chain is set with
31 fancy yellows, weighing 0.59ct, and 31 colorless
rounds, weighing 0.61ct. The total weight is 11.67ct.
C JSM411: Yellow tulips or sunny lemons have nothing on this 5.01ct Certified Fancy Intense Yellow VS1
Cushion cut diamond. It’s intensity is contrasted by
134 round colorless VS stones of 1.70ct that are micro
paved on the two sided halo and the three sided infinity
shank. Total weight for this Platinum and 18k yellow
gold beauty is 6.71ct.

D

D JER155: For that special occasion, try these glorious golden chandelier earrings consisting of 30 Fancy
Yellow Pear shaped diamonds weighing 17.74ct. The 2
colorless round diamonds of 0.21ct add interest to the
center of the 18k white and yellow gold earrings. You
will be a spectacular attention grabber of the evening.
Total weight for the pair is 17.95ct.
E JBR032: A mixture of fancy yellow diamond shapes,
weighing 9.32ct, and 8 white cushion cuts at 2.82ct,
create the focal points of this luxuriant 18k white and
yellow gold bracelet. With 0.11ct in fancy yellow diamonds on the clasp, and 241 round diamonds at 3.85ct
framing each stone, the total weight is 16.10ct.

A JSM389: Feminine yet traditional with a modern
twist this 3.00ct Fancy Yellow SI Oval cut diamond will
be enjoyed by many generations. Bezel set in 18k yellow gold, it is then wrapped with 96 bright colorless VS
diamonds of 0.68ct on the platinum mock split shank.
Total weight is 3.68ct.

B JSM151: Luminous and captivating, a sunny yellow
center diamond is encircled by colorless, VS diamonds.
Shown here is a 2.01ct, Fancy Yellow VS1, Oval cut diamond with 65 white rounds of 0.93ct, micro paved on
a split shank of 18k white and yellow gold. Total weight
is 2.94ct. This ring may be ordered in various diamond
weights.

C

C JER120: A delight to wear for any time of day or
occasion; these dainty 18k white and yellow gold earrings feature fancy yellow, oval cut, diamonds weighing
3.01ct, bordered with 66 rounds at 0.50ct. Total weight
is 3.51ct.

D JSM435: A feminine 3.73ct GIA Certified Fancy
Yellow SI2 and 2 round colorless diamonds of 1.06 are
the features of this three stone ring encrusted with 328
colorless VS round micro paved diamonds on the galley
and shank; Giving this platinum and 18k yellow gold
ring a glittering 6.73ct total.

E JBR022: A playful bracelet holding 5 beautiful fancy
yellow oval cut diamonds weighing 7.63ct are encircled
and connected by a lean diamond shaped covered with
248 vibrant micro paved, colorless VS clarity diamonds.
The clasp is encrusted with 28 fancy yellow round
diamonds. Total weight for this delightful bracelet is
10.17ct.

D

E
E
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A JSM247: The classic serenity of the oval shape is
multiplied threefold in this lovely ring. The center is a
1.58ct, GIA Certified Fancy Light Yellow SI1, Oval cut
diamond. The two side ovals weigh 0.72ct and the
twenty, colorless VS round diamonds weigh 0.40ct. Set
in Platinum and 18k, the total weight is 2.70ct.

B

A

A JSM197: Modern yet traditional in its appeal and
Intense in its color this 3.02ct Fancy Intense Yellow
SI1, Oval cut diamond is wrapped by 203 colorless,
VS round diamonds weighing 1.51ct. They give sparkle
and appeal to the Platinum and 18k yellow gold setting.
Total weight is 4.53ct.
A

B JBR039: The cool sophistication of white diamonds
and the warm colorful glow of yellow create a lovely
bracelet. Nine festive yellow Oval cut diamonds weighing 6.64ct interplay with ten round colorless diamonds
of 1.92ct and 324 round white diamonds of 1.73ct. The
clasp is covered with eighteen round yellow diamonds
of 0.10ct. Total weight of the 18k bracelet is 10.39ct.

B JSM042: Pure class and purely classic. This 4.07ct,
fancy yellow oval diamond, is the proud focus of this
platinum and 18k yellow gold setting. Two shield cut,
colorless VS diamonds sit at the sides, totaling 0.59ct.
Total weight is 4.66ct.

C JER065: Streamlined styling for the fashion conscious woman. Shield shaped diamonds of 0.78ct hold
2 matched oval fancy yellows, weighing 4.03ct that
sway sensually with every movement. Set in 18k white
and yellow gold, and finished with 88 white rounds at
0.97ct, the total weight for the pair is 5.79ct.

D

C JSM412: You don’t have to be royalty to feel regal
when wearing this 10.04ct GIA Fancy Yellow SI1 Oval
cut diamond set with half moon cut colorless diamonds
on each side equaling 0.60ct. Completing the platinum
and 18k yellow gold setting are 258 sparkling, colorless
VS round diamonds weighing 2.60ct. Total weight is
13.24ct.

C

D JER121: Bring a touch of brightness to the face
when wearing these dainty drop earrings that feature 2,
Fancy Yellow, Oval shape diamonds. The twin, yellow
diamonds weigh 3.01ct and are suspended from 2,
colorless VS, Oval cut diamonds of 0.29ct. They are
wrapped with 76, micro paved diamonds of 0.72ct. All
set in 18k white and yellow gold. Total weight is 4.02ct.

C

E JBR037: For all to envy! This yellow and white
diamond bracelet consists of seven Fancy Yellow oval
diamonds at 7.00ct, alternated with 24 rounds of
3.46ct, and embellished with 124 micro paved rounds
of 1.90ct, and a 0.11ct fancy yellow on the clasp. Set in
a mixture or 18k white and yellow gold, the total weight
for this sumptuous piece is 13.16ct.

E
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B

D JSM367: The intensity of the fabulous 7.06ct Fancy
Intense Yellow Oval diamond and the glitter of a plethora of 271 round colorless VS diamonds of 2.25ct that
cover the Platinum mounting are amazing. Also set in
Platinum and 18k yellow gold ring are 2 half moon cut
colorless diamonds of 0.75ct. Total weight is 10.06ct.

D
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A

A JER068: They say I’m classy and elegant. These
two GIA Certified fancy yellow VVS radiant cut diamonds weigh 7.70ct. The platinum and 18k yellow gold
settings hold tapered baguettes at 0.67ct, and four colorless, VS quality rounds, weighing 1.15ct. Total weight
for this exquisite pair is 8.52ct.

A JER066: Well beyond the ordinary are these GIA
Certified, fancy yellow VVS radiant cut diamonds weigh
in at 8.42ct. A Platinum and 18k yellow gold setting
holds two kite cut VS quality diamonds at 0.68ct, and
two colorless VS quality rounds at 0.78 ct weight. Total
weight is 9.88ct.

B JSM332: Big, bold and very impressive, a 6.06ct
GIA Certified Fancy Light Yellow VS1, Radiant cut
diamond is accented with 2 trapezoid cut colorless diamonds weighing 0.87ct. Set in platinum and 18k yellow
gold, total weight for this stunner is 6.93ct.

B JSM172: Stunning in size and color, classic in design
for timeless enjoyment; a 10.02ct GIA Certified Fancy
Yellow VS2 Cushion cut diamond sits between two tapered baguettes of 1.36ct. Extra sparkle is added to the
platinum and 18k yellow gold mounting with 96 white
diamond rounds, weighing 1.06ct, and 62 fancy yellow
rounds at 0.32ct. Total weight is 11.40ct.

B

A

B

C

C

C JSM102: This GIA Certified 5.93ct, Fancy Intense
Yellow VVS2, Radiant cut diamond is spectacular. Compliments abound when they look at the richness and
stunning beauty of this deep intense yellow diamond
combined with 2 colorless Trapezoid side diamonds
that weigh 0.84ct. Set in Platinum and 18k yellow gold,
the total weight is 6.77ct.

D

C JSM092: At 8.84ct, this GIA Certified, Fancy Intense
Yellow, VS1 Radiant cut diamond simply cannot be
overlooked. Mounted in 18k yellow gold on a platinum
shank, it is flanked by two bullet cut diamonds equaling
1.13ct. Total weight for this fabulous beauty is 9.97ct.
D

D JSM436: A spectacular and spellbinding 9.00ct GIA
Certified Fancy Yellow VVS1 Emerald cut diamond is
magnificent as the central focus of this 3 stone ring.
The 2 colorless VS Trapezoid cut diamonds weighing
1.51ct add a elegance to the Platinum and 18k yellow
gold ring. Total weight is 10.51ct.

D JSM280: Spectacular and irresistible; a 12.51ct
GIA Certified Fancy yellow SI1, Cushion cut diamond is
stunning on this platinum and 18k yellow gold ring with
2 trapezoid side diamonds of 2.30ct. Total weight of
this opulent ring is 14.81ct.

E

E JBR018: A resplendent tennis bracelet with a contemporary feels. The 31 spectacular Radiant cut, fancy
yellow diamonds, weighing a total of 34.01ct, are set in
18k yellow gold. Need we say more?

E JSM358: Internally flawless and stunningly beautiful,
a 7.44ct GIA Certified Fancy Yellow Internally Flawless
Radiant cut diamond sits between 2 trillion cut GIA certified D VS1 colorless diamonds of 1.21ct weight. This
elegant modern platinum and 18k yellow gold ring has a
total of 8.65ct.
F JSM268: Internally Flawless and arrestingly beautiful;
a 5.06ct GIA Certified, Internally Flawless Fancy Yellow,
Radiant cut diamond with 2 half moon colorless side
stones of 1.21ct create the classically modern ring she
has been dreaming about. They sit atop a Platinum and
18k yellow gold mounting. Total weight is 6.27ct.

E

F
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A JNK104: This gem won’t sit alone in the jewelry
box; she will want to wear it every day. A 1.52ct, Fancy
yellow, Radiant cut diamond wrapped with 20, colorless
VS, round diamonds of 0.15ct hangs gracefully around
the neck. In 18k white and yellow gold, the total weight
is 1.72ct.
B JSM405: The lovely distinctive shape of the radiant
cut diamond lends itself perfectly to this mounting.
The center diamond is a 2.02ct Fancy Light Yellow
Radiant cut. It has 2 Trapezoid cut colorless VS stones
that weigh 0.38ct and 218 dazzling round colorless VS
diamonds weighing 1.43ct which gives this platinum
and 18k yellow gold ring a total weight of 3.83ct.

D

C JSM382 : The tailored lines of the octagon shape
work perfectly to hold a Radiant cut diamond. Here
we have a 5.09ct Fancy Intense Yellow Radiant cut
diamond, bezel set in 18k yellow gold, along with two
colorless trapezoids of 0.70ct on the shoulders. The
264 colorless VS diamonds weighing 1.70ct give added
sparkle to the platinum setting and excitement to the
eye. Total weight is 7.49ct.
Also available with a 3.03ct center FY SI1
D JSM303: A cascade of texture surrounds this
4.22ct, GIA Certified Fancy Yellow VVS2 Radiant cut diamond that is bezel set in 18k yellow gold. The brilliant
sparkle come from the 2 colorless Bullet cut diamonds
of 0.76ct weight and the 194 colorless VS round diamonds of 1.70ct all set to enhance the platinum setting.
Total weight is 6.68ct.
E JER101: The perfect combination of yellow and brilliant white colorless diamonds fits into everyone wardrobe. The two center diamonds are GIA Fancy Light
Yellow Radiant cut and weigh 2.35ct. The 80, colorless
VS round diamonds wrapped around the center stones
weigh 0.85ct. The total weight for these 18k white and
yellow gold earrings is 3.20ct.

E

A JSM380: A burst of delicious lemon yellow comes
from this 2.14ct GIA Certified Fancy Light Yellow VVS2
Radiant cut diamond. It sits raised above on a platinum
gallery and shank covered in 168 colorless VS round
diamonds weighing 1.15ct. The 2 matching Trapezoid
cut diamonds weigh 0.30ct, giving this Platinum and
18k yellow gold ring a total of 3.59ct.

C

B JER086: Delightfully demure but with just the right
amount of pizazz, these 2 Radiant cut, fancy yellow diamonds weighing 2.50ct are bezel set in 18k yellow gold
and surrounded by a octagon jacket of 70, colorless VS
round diamonds weighing 0.51ct. Set in 18k white gold,
the total weight for the pair is 3.01ct.

C JSM331: An ethereal framework of diamonds, a
splash of color from a 3.01ct Fancy Yellow Radiant
cut diamond in a platinum and 18k yellow gold setting
creates drama and pizazz with its sparkling mix of 2
colorless, trapezoid cut diamonds weighing 0.37ct and
178 colorless VS, micro set round diamonds of 1.35ct.
Total weight is 4.73ct.

D

D JSM195 : The modern straight line sophistication
of this 4.03ct, Fancy Intense Yellow VS2, Radiant cut
diamond is set in platinum and 18k yellow gold. The
mounting is micro set with 200 sparkling colorless,
VS round diamonds that weigh 2.30ct. Total weight is
6.33ct.
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A JER087: Graceful teardrop earrings featuring Fancy
Yellow, Pear shaped diamonds weighing a total of
4.03ct, are safely bezel set in 18k yellow gold. They
swing gracefully from 2 colorless, VS, Cushion shape
diamonds of 0.69ct and they are joined together by 2
colorless VS, round diamonds of 0.33ct. All are encircled by a single row of 80 colorless, VS. Micro paved
round diamonds weighing 0.57 carats. Total weight for
the pair of earrings is 5.62ct.

A

A JER078: These earrings are destined to be worn
by some lucky lady. Two, Fancy Yellow, Radiant cut
diamonds weighing 6.15ct are encircled by a row of
68 sparkling, micro set, VS diamonds weighing 0.56ct.
Set in 18k white and yellow gold these earrings weigh a
total of 6.76ct.

B
A

C

B JSM224: An impressive GIA Certified, Fancy Brownish Yellow VS2, Radiant cut diamond weighing 6.09ct,
is nested in an elegant platinum basket encrusted with
204 colorless VS rounds, weighing 1.83ct, and flanked
by two trapezoid cuts at 0.82ct. The total weight of this
regal beauty is 8.74ct.

B JSM459: An eternal gift of nature that will grace
the hands of generations; a 6.32ct GIA Certified Fancy
Yellow VVS1 Radiant cut diamond is a perfect gift. It
is safely bezel set in 18k yellow gold and wrapped in
a row of 52 colorless VS diamonds weighing 0.98ct
that also decorate the Platinum shank. Total weight is
7.30ct.

B

C JBR064: Shimmering around your wrist is this
platinum and 18k yellow gold bracelet holding 10 Fancy
Yellow Radiant cut diamonds of 4.02ct and 11 colorless round diamonds of 3.30ct held together by a clasp
covered in 23 fancy yellow stones of 0.09ct. Wrapping
everything in sparkling brilliance is 352 colorless VS
round diamonds of 3.15ct, giving the bracelet a total of
7.56ct.

This style is also available in a 3.54ct GIA FLY VS1
C JSM124: Reminiscent of the warmth and glow of an
autumn fire, this 5.05ct GIA Certified, Fancy Brownish
Yellow Radiant cut diamond flickers from a hearth of
164 round diamonds at 1.32ct, and two trapezoid cuts
equaling 0.85ct. Set in platinum and 18k yellow gold.
Total weight is 7.22ct.
D JER115: The elegant contours of these timeless, 18k
white and yellow gold earrings are created with 4 fancy
yellow pear shapes, totaling 4.79ct, linked by marquise cut diamonds, weighing 0.69ct total. Defining the
graceful silhouettes are 128 colorless micro set rounds
at 0.81ct. Total weight for the pair is 6.29ct.

C

D

E

D
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E JSM059: A luminous 7.17ct, GIA Certified fancy
yellow VVS1, Radiant cut diamond captures the eye
and holds it spellbound with the all-out luxury of this
fabulous ring. A plethora of 224 colorless VS round
diamonds weighing 1.34ct are meticulously micro set to
accentuate the platinum and 18kt yellow gold setting.
Total weight is 8.51ct.

D JSM408: Indulge your inner Goddess and wear this
large 8.02ct GIA Certified Fancy Light Yellow VS2 Radiant cut surrounded by a sparkling profusion of colorless
VS stones. Two Trapezoid cut diamonds equal 1.20ct
and 212 rounds equal 2.43ct which bring a total weight
of 11.65ct to this platinum and 18k yellow gold ring.
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A JSM276: Shimmering diamonds add excitement as
they wrap around the 5.55ct, FY/FIY VS2, Radiant cut
diamond that sits proudly on a dais of platinum and 18k
yellow gold. The 2 trapezoid diamonds of 1.22ct weight
and the 190, colorless VS, micro paved diamonds
weighing 1.70ct add brilliance and excitement to this
extraordinary ring. Total weight is 8.47ct.
A

A

A JNK103: Perfect for every day or night, this 1.51ct,
Fancy yellow, Radiant cut diamond is framed by two
rows of colorless VS diamonds on this 18k white and
yellow gold necklace. The 48 white diamonds weigh
0.28ct giving the necklace a total of 1.79ct.
B

B JER157: So sweet and dainty, 2 Fancy Yellow, Radiant cut diamonds weighing 1.71ct are bezel set then
wrapped in the brilliance of two rows of 88, colorless
VS, diamonds of 0.52ct weight. Total weight for the pair
of 18k white and yellow gold earrings is 2.23ct.

B JER064: Enticing shapes for a special occasion.
Vibrant fancy yellow pears, weighing 4.36ct, drip
temptingly from kite shaped white diamonds at 0.46ct.
Accented with 112 rounds totaling 0.88ct, the total
weight for these luxurious earrings is 5.70ct.

C JER112: The warm glow of 2 beautiful, EGL Certified,
both Fancy Yellow, 3.01ct VS2, and 3.15ct SI1, Radiant cut diamonds, dangle from eighty six, meticulously
set, micro paved diamonds weighing 0.65ct. Set in 18k
white and yellow gold in an octagon design, the total
weight for the pair is 6.81ct.

B

D JSM135: Show an elegant expression of your love
with this 3.49ct, GIA Certified VS1 Fancy Yellow, Radiant cut diamond, shouldered by white trapezoid cuts
of 0.49ct, and 250 micro paved rounds at 1.64ct. Total
weight for this lovely platinum and 18k yellow gold ring
is 5.62ct.

C JBR066: A modern and stylish bracelet is set with
14 Fancy Yellow Radiant elongated cut diamonds of
5.77ct along with 14 Round colorless VS diamonds of
5.69ct in a box style setting of Platinum and 18k yellow
gold. Total weight is 11.46ct.
C

C

D

D

D JSM060: Can’t decide which color? Why not both?
On one side we have a 3.01ct, GIA Certified FBY VS2,
radiant cut. This fancy brownish yellow diamond sits
with 68 micro set yellow diamonds of 0.44ct in 18k yellow gold. And on the other side, a 2.55ct, GIA Certified
J VVS2, Radiant cut diamond in platinum, along with
192 colorless VS micro set rounds weighing 1.25ct.
Total weight is 7.25ct.
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E

E JSM419: An Internally Flawless 5.44ct GIA Certified
Fancy Light Yellow IF Radiant cut is the gorgeous center of this three stone ring. Two trapezoid colorless diamonds of 0.56ct and a plethora of 328 colorless round
diamonds weighing 1.65ct add exciting tasteful sparkle
to the galley and infinity shank ring. Set in platinum and
18k yellow gold, the total weight is 7.65ct.
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A JER113: Studs are always a perfect addition to your
wardrobe. Two Cushion cut of 1.13ct and 1.31ct, GIA
Certified Fancy Light Yellow VS2/SI1, are bezel set in
18k yellow gold. This lovely pair of studs weighs a total
of 2.44ct.

A JSM308: This 4.06ct GIA Certified, Fancy Yellow
VVS1 Radiant cut diamond lends itself perfectly to the
clean and tailored lines of the octagon shape. It is bezel
set in 18k yellow gold which emphasizes its beauty as
it is also enhanced with 212 colorless VS micro paved
diamonds weighing 2.45ct giving detail to the gallery
and shank. The platinum mounting hold 2 half moon
shaped colorless diamonds of 0.65ct giving a lot of
bling totaling 7.16ct.

A

B

A

B

B JNK102: A glorious golden cross perfectly professes
your Faith. It consists of 11 Fancy Yellow Radiant cut
diamonds set buttercup style in 18k yellow gold. Total
weight is 6.63ct.

C

B JER067: Dainty yet grabbing our attention are these
2, Fancy Yellow, Pear shaped diamonds weighing
2.30ct. They are bezel set in 18k yellow gold and caressed by a row of 72, colorless VS, micro paved round
diamonds of 0.53ct set in 18k white gold. Total weight
for the pair is 2.83ct

C JSM150: This exceptional, 4.04ct, GIA certified,
Internally Flawless Fancy Intense yellow Radiant cut
diamond shines like the sun on a hot summer day from
its 18k yellow gold bezel. The geometry of its octagonal
platinum silhouette is outlined with 148 brilliant white
rounds at 1.72ct and highlighted with two trapezoid
cuts at 0.55ct. Total weight is 6.31ct.

C JSM240: Tailored to perfection in its tasteful simplicity is a 2.07ct GIA Certified Fancy Yellow SI2 Radiant
cut diamond that sits between 2 Trapezoid cut diamonds of 0.49ct. Set in platinum and 18k yellow gold,
the total weight is 2.56ct.
D
C

D DC909303: Cool sophistication with a touch of color; these 2 Asscher cut, Fancy Yellow, center diamonds
weighing 2.56ct are encased with 0.16ct microset diamonds. Hugging the ears is two Asscher cut, colorless
VS diamonds of 0.57ct. Two bullet cut, colorless VS
stones join the two together. Total weight for the pair is
3.99ct.

D

E JSM296: For the modern, urban woman this 4.14ct
Emerald cut GIA Certified Fancy Brownish Yellow set
with 2 colorless Trapezoid cut diamonds of 0.80ct is the
perfect complement to her busy life. Set in platinum and
18k yellow gold, the total weight is 4.94ct.

E
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D JSM012: The Spirit is lifted by the color yellow and
it will also be lifted when wearing this 5.01ct, Fancy
Intense Yellow VS2, Radiant Cut center diamond that is
wrapped in 90 round micro set diamonds of colorless
VS quality, weighing 1.14ct. The shank also holds 8
round diamonds of 0.44ct. Set in 18k white and yellow
gold, total weight is 6.68ct.
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A JNK128: A luscious GIA Certified 2.25ct Pink Pear
shaped diamond set in platinum is wrapped in two
rows of 62 round colorless VS micro paved diamonds
weighing 0.85ct, hangs from a Diamonds by the Yard
Platinum chain that is embellished with 56 colorless
diamonds of 4.70ct.

A

B JER173: Adorable expressions of love are shown
in many ways. Here we have a pair of the rare pink
diamonds weighing 2.15ct, GIA Certified Pink, to adorn
your ears. The pink diamonds are set in Platinum and
18k rose gold and wrapped in 40 round colorless VS diamonds of 0.30ct, giving them a total weight of 2.45ct.

B

C JSM350: A superbly structured platinum silhouette
holds a rare 2.55ct GIA Certified Pink Cushion cut
diamond bezel set in 18k rose gold and accented with
64 colorless VS round diamonds of 1.90ct. Total weight
is 4.45ct.

D JBR050: A spectacular sherbet of colors play to our
emotions in this Platinum and 18k white, yellow and
Rose gold bracelet. There are twenty four Radiant cut,
GIA Certified, mixed colors of Pink, Yellow, Orange and
Purple diamonds, equaling 9.34ct. Wrapped around the
colors are three hundred eighty four, colorless VS, micro
paved round diamonds weighing 3.39ct. Total weight
for this delight is 12.73cts.

C

E JWB012: Dazzle the eye with fluid lines, sensual
forms and the beauty of color. Here we have the eye
catching palette of shapes and colors in a bypass
ring with a beautiful VS1 pink pear shape of 1.50ct
and a 1.59ct GIA Certified Fancy Intense yellow VVS2
pear shape and 2 Natural Fancy blue marquise cuts
of 0.60ct. Adding to the allure are 46 round yellow
diamonds of 0.20ct and 46 round pink diamonds of
0.20ct. This glamorous 18k Rose and Yellow gold beauty weighs a total of 4.09

JSM193: Destined to be a treasure for generations to
come, this beautifully detailed platinum setting holds a
lovely and rare 1.77ct, GIA Certified Purple
Pink, Oval cut diamond, bezel set in 18k rose
gold. Two half moon cuts at the sides, weighing 0.36ct,
and 226 colorless VS rounds, totaling 1.60ct, add an
extra special touch to this dynamic ring.
Total weight is 3.73CT

E

D
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A JNK110: What would be the perfect necklace to wear
with all the soft colors in your wardrobe? Of course,
it would be this 2.03ct pink pear shaped, diamond
that is wrapped in two rows of colorless VS diamonds
weighing 0.60ct. The chain holds 78 round colorless
diamonds of 1.35ct. This platinum and 18k rose gold
necklace weighs a total of 3.98ct.

A

A JSM190: The classic architecture of this graceful
platinum ring showcases a 1.50ct, GIA Certified
pink Oval cut diamond in an 18k rose gold bezel. Its
rarity is complemented with 224 colorless, VS rounds
at 1.40ct, and two perfectly matched half moon cuts at
0.43ct. Total weight is 3.33ct.
A

B

C

B JSM087: A dainty and sweet 0.71ct, GIA Certified
pink, radiant cut diamond is prominently
set between matching colorless bullet cuts, equaling
0.41ct. Adding to the sparkle are 190 micro paved,
colorless VS, round diamonds of 0.70ct.
Total weight is 1.82ct.

B

C JBR044: This head-turning bracelet combines a
variety of femininely shaped fancy pink diamonds at
4.42ct, with eight round white diamonds at 2.91ct. The
platinum and 18k rose gold setting shimmers with 634
colorless rounds, equaling 5.05ct, and 23 petite fancy
pink diamonds at 0.12ct adorn the clasp. Total weight
is 12.50ct.

B JSM188: A luminous fusion of pink and white; this
dainty 1.43ct, GIA Certified VS1, marquise cut diamond
is bezeled in curves of 18k rose gold, adding gentle
drama to the platinum setting. Half moon cuts at the
sides weigh 0.53ct, and the delicate frost of 228 VS
colorless rounds totals 1.50ct. Total weight is 3.46ct.

C JSM089: How sweet is this 1.00ct GIA Certified
Pink Oval cut diamond? It is bezel set with
18k Rose gold and set into the platinum mounting. The
four sides are covered with 174 round, colorless micro
paved diamonds of 1.05ct. The two half moon shaped
diamonds weigh 0.48ct bringing the total weight to
2.53ct.

D

C

D JSM275: A profusion of 197 round colorless VS
micro paved diamonds weighing 1.45ct create a contrasting delicacy to this 1.78ct rare GIA Certified Pink
VS2, Radiant cut diamond. Two trapezoid cut diamonds
of 0.42ct give added interest to platinum and 18k rose
gold ring with a total weight of 3.65ct.

D JSM085: A gift of nature that she will be so pleased
to receive is this 0.82ct, GIA Certified pink Cushion cut
diamond is bezel set in 18k Rose gold.
The platinum mounting holds 2 Shield cut diamonds
of 0.29cts caressing the sides and 184, colorless
VS, round diamonds of 0.72ct weight.
Total weight is 1.83CT

E DC910702: Oh so pretty in pink; this 1.37ct, rare
pear shaped diamond, set in platinum with 184 colorless VS round diamonds of 0.58ct, is perfectly accentuated with matching, colorless VS bullet shape diamonds
of 0.25ct. Total weight is 2.20ct.

E
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E JSM307: Nestled sweetly amidst double rows of
sparkling colorless VS diamonds is a special gem, the
pink diamond! This GIA Certified pink stone, safely
bezel set in 18k rose gold, weighs 1.00ct. The platinum
and 18k rose gold ring has a split shank and holds 188
colorless VS round diamonds weighing 2.00ct. Total
weight is 3.00ct.

E
D
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A JSM338: For the woman that loves wide rings we
have a perfect setting. The illusion of three bands holds
with a rare 1.16ct GIA Certified Pink SI1 Radiant cut
center diamond bezel set in the 18k rose gold. With
124 colorless VS round cut micro paved diamonds of
1.30ct this platinum and 18k Rose gold ring weighs a
total of 2.46ct.

A

A JNK111: Dainty and desirable, just waiting to adorn
your neckline; this lovely GIA Certified 0.71ct Pink pear
shaped diamond is nestled in 18k
rose gold and wrapped with two rows of 40 colorless
VS round diamonds weighing 0.30ct. The platinum and
18k rose gold necklace has a total weight of 1.01ct.

B

B JNK112: Oh so sweet and perfect to wear everyday
is this 0.65ct GIA Certified pink radiant cut
diamond wrapped in two rows of diamonds. The 42
colorless VS round diamonds weigh 0.27ct giving this
Platinum and 18k Rose gold pendant a total weight of
0.92ct
B JER018: Double the appeal. These deliciously delicate pink radiant cuts, weighing 0.96ct, are bezeled
in 18k rose gold and hugged by 36 pink micro set
diamonds at 0.23ct. They are suspended in platinum
frames covered with 76 VS quality colorless rounds at
1.00ct, bringing the total weight for this pair to 2.19ct.

B

C JSM054: So modern yet so feminine; this 1.65ct,
GIA Certified VS1 Natural Pink Radiant cut diamond is
bezeled in 18k rose gold and makes an unforgettable
impression in its platinum crisscross setting paved with
90 colorless VS clarity rounds weighing 0.98ct.

C

A

C JSM325: A triple split shank adds drama and interest to this Platinum and 18k Rose gold ring that holds
a charming GIA Certified Pink Marquise cut diamond
of 1.22ct weight. The rows of micro paved diamonds
consist of 56 pink diamonds of 0.35ct and 70 colorless
VS diamonds of 0.46ct. Total weight is 2.03ct.

C

D JSM370: Sweet but rare in nature is the pink diamond. Here we feature a 1.14ct GIA Certified Pink Oval
cut diamond that will be a joy to own and wear.
Wrapped in a 18k Rose gold bezel it is complemented
by a double row of 96 colorless, VS diamonds equaling
0.75ct. Total weight for this dainty Platinum ring is
1.89ct.

E JER161: Romantic and gentle as the first blush of
young love. These 2 GIA Certified Pink Marquise cut
diamonds weigh 1.49ct. They are wrapped in a row of
66 colorless VS round diamonds weighing 0.42ct and
trimmed in 60 pink round diamonds of 0.24ct. These
platinum and 18k Rose gold earrings dangle gracefully
on the ear. Total weight for the pair is 2.15ct.

D

D

D JSM101: A very desirable and rare, GIA Certified
Fancy Purple Pink, Oval cut diamond weighing 0.94ct
sits flush in an 18k rose gold bezel atop the dome of
this beautiful, satin finish, platinum wide band. Three
rows of 96, colorless VS, round diamonds weighing
0.59ct are paved in three halo rings around the stone.
Total weight is 1.53ct.
E

E JER174: Soft as a whisper, sweet as a baby’s kiss;
two Radiant cut diamonds, GIA Certified, weighing
1.46ct are accented as they are wrapped by a row of
40 Fancy Pink diamonds of 0.25ct. The total weight for
this sweet pair of earrings, set in 18k Rose gold,
is 1.71ct.
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F JWB016: Nature has gifted you with a beautiful
GIA Certified 1.00ct Purple Pink Marquise cut diamond
to embrace the center of this 4 row wide shank that
holds 78 white round colorless micro paved diamonds
of 1.84ct and 22 lovely round fancy pink diamonds of
0.17ct. In Platinum and 18k Rose gold, the
total weight is 3.01ct

E
F
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A JSM041: Oh my, there goes the diet. It’s impossible
not to desire this 6.01ct, Emerald cut cognac diamond
with the 2, colorless VS, Emerald cuts of 1.09ct. The
classic 18k white gold setting has 56, colorless VS,
round diamonds of 0.43ct enhancing the shank. The
total weight for this outstanding ring is 7.53ct.

C

A

A JSM295: Chocolate and diamonds, most every
woman says it is her two favorite things. A 4.33ct
Marquise cut cognac diamond is the center of this
platinum three stone ring. Two Cadillac white trapezoid
cut diamonds weighing 0.65ct caress the sides. The
192 colorless VS round diamonds bring contrast and
excitement to the platinum mounting and shank. Total
weight is 6.43ct.

B

B

B JSM171: This 1.51ct, GIA Certified Fancy Deep
Brownish Yellow-Orange, brilliant cut “Fire” diamond is a
true wonder of nature. We’ve placed this unusual stone
in a Platinum and 18k yellow gold mounting with a halo
of 16, colorless VS, round diamonds totaling 1.80ct
along with 2 yellow rounds at 0.07ct. Total weight is
3.38ct.

A

B JER147: How could one resist these delicious dollops of chocolate! Round Cognac diamonds, totaling
4.20ct, are set in 18k white gold, and lit with the sparkle
163 colorless VS rounds at 0.86ct. Total weight for this
delicious pair of earrings is 5.06ct.

C JNK080: Like a fine French brandy in a cut crystal
snifter, this 2.00ct, Cognac, round brilliant cut diamond
makes a heady statement among 41, colorless VS,
rounds weighing 0.33ct. The mounting and the “Diamonds by the Yard” chain, with 10 round colorless
diamonds of 0.78ct, are 18kt white gold. Total weight is
3.11ct.

D JSM056: Glowing with the rich, warm color of the
brandy that shares its name, this luscious 1.28ct,
Asscher cut, cognac diamond creates a focal point of
heat in its 18K white gold setting. It is highlighted with
42 micro set, colorless white Vs, round diamonds of
1.14ct. Total weight is 2.42ct.

C JER109: Two lovely Cognac colored round diamonds, weighing 2.16ct, swing gracefully in graduated
circles of 18k white gold which is covered with 91,
colorless VS, round diamonds of 0.76ct and 2 round of
0.34ct. Total weight for the pair is 3.26ct.

C

D

D JBR034: Chocolate and cognac lovers alike will
rejoice at the sight of this irresistible bracelet with its six
round cognac diamonds, weighing 6.01ct. In contrast
to their marvelous color are 282 snowy white rounds at
3.35ct, set in circles of 18k white gold. Total weight for
this delight is 9.36ct.

E JBR033: Whoever said brown is boring has never gazed into the rich depths of superbly cut cognac
diamond! There are five in this sophisticatedly simple,
18k white gold bracelet. Dark and sparkling, beautifully
matched, cognac colored round diamonds weighing
5.05ct. Sharing the stage are six colorless VS rounds at
1.66ct, and 114 colorless micro paved rounds totaling
5.02ct.
E
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D
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A JSM209: A beautiful bonnie blue 4.83ct oval cut
sapphire floats between heavenly clouds of matching
white diamond ovals, weighing 1.34ct, on an ethereal
platinum framework encrusted with of 210 colorless
micro set VS rounds equaling 1.16ct. Total weight is
7.33ct.

A

B

B JSM215: Our Princess Diana style ring. A stately
5.04ct oval sapphire wears a tiara of diamonds that
cascade down the shank. The eighteen colorless, VS
rounds weigh 2.73ct and set in platinum. Available in
various carat weights.

C

C JER179: These dainty earrings are charming in their
heirloom appeal. The centers hold 2 Non Heated Oval
Sapphires of 1.76ct and two rows of 110 colorless VS
diamonds weighing 0.76ct create a burst of brilliance as
they wrap around them. Total weight is 2.52ct.
JSM320: The gorgeous deep blue of the ocean is
captured in this 6.59ct Cushion shaped Sapphire. It
appears to be magnified as it is encased by 14 colorless VS round diamonds of 1.72ct. The artistry of the
platinum gallery and shank are complimented as they
are encrusted with 178, colorless VS, micro set round
diamonds weighing 0.90ct. Total weight is 9.21ct.
D
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A DC918038: Blue as the sunlit depths of an enchanted lagoon, a 3.56ct pear shaped sapphire pendant virtually glows from the center of this spectacular diamond
and 18k white gold necklace. There are 341, meticulously set, colorless VS, diamonds weighing 8.40ct in
this piece. Total weight is 12.00ct.

A JSM368: Dramatic in color yet creating serenity in
the soul. You can’t help but respect the beauty of nature that created this gorgeous 8.30ct Cushion cut Blue
Sapphire. It sits regally between two colorless HalfMoon cut diamonds of 1.04ct on this clean and modern
Platinum setting. Total weight is 9.34ct.

A

B JSM362: Do you like being different and standing
out from the crowd? Well this is for you then; it is a
3.27ct GIA Certified, Non Heated, Pink Sapphire Oval
cut stone wrapped in 18 round, VS colorless diamonds
of 1.78ct, all set in platinum. The total weight is 5.05ct.

B JSM333: The serenity of the deep blue 4.56ct
Asscher cut Sapphire is very calming as it sits in this
platinum ring. There are 2 Asscher cut diamonds that
weigh 1.42ct on the shoulders and 12 Asscher cut
diamonds of 1.50ct cascading down the shank. Adding
more sparkle are 58 colorless VS round diamonds of
0.66ct, giving this platinum ring a total of 8.14ct.

A

B

C

B

C JSM363: The spectacular magic of nature created
the deep blue of this 7.91ct Emerald cut Sapphire will
create serenity deep within your soul as it also inspires
your imagination. The two trapezoid diamonds at the
sides weigh 1.08ct. Total weight of this platinum ring is
8.99ct.
C

D JSM290: Modern styling holds a captivating 4.85ct,
beautiful deep blue, Cushion cut Sapphire that is striking against the purity of colorless VS white half moon
cut diamonds equaling 0.70ct. Set in a classic platinum
setting, the total weight is 5.55ct.

C
D

C DC918040: Presenting the royal couple! Gorgeous
blue pear shaped sapphires weighing 6.49ct, are enthroned in a total of 121 colorless VS brilliant rounds at
1.33ct. The total weight for the pair is 7.82ct.

D JBR049: Timeless beauty with artistic styling that
will please many generations. This handcrafted bracelet
has 8 icy blue pear-shaped Sapphires weighing 6.35ct
with 9 clear white Cushion cut spacers that weigh
2.95ct. All are accentuated with 297 round micro set
diamonds weighing 2.22ct; giving this 18k white gold
bracelet a total weight of 11.52ct.

E JSM364: Let the blue relax you as you gaze lovingly
on this 4.80ct Cushion cut Blue Sapphire. The Platinum mounting holds 2 Cadillac cut trapezoid colorless
diamonds of 0.66ct weight. Clean and modern, the total
weight is 5.46ct.

E

D
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B JSM328: A ring fit for your Queen. A fabulously
blue 4.65ct Asscher cut Sapphire sits among a myriad of glorious sparkle. The 2 colorless Trapezoid cut
diamonds on each side of the shoulder weigh 0.63ct.
The shank and gallery are covered in 214 colorless VS
round diamonds of 1.50ct giving this beautiful platinum
ring a total weight of 6.78ct.

A

A JSM174: A magnificent and indescribably deep
blue, 3.97ct Cushion cut Sapphire is flanked by moon
cut white diamonds weighing 0.86ct. The softly round
rounded shapes of the platinum setting are outlined
with 161 colorless VS rounds at 1.29ct. Total weight is
6.12ct.
A

B

B

B JSM196: The dynamic simplicity of a deep blue,
3.57ct Emerald cut Sapphire seduces and hypnotizes
the eye with the dazzle of 88 glittering colorless VS
rounds of 0.62ct, set in shimmering platinum. Total
weight is 4.19ct.

B JNK088: Fire and Ice, the perfect combination of
deep blue Sapphire and the brilliance of colorless white
diamonds. The 4.40ct, clear blue, Pear shaped Sapphire is set in 18k white gold and has 214, colorless VS,
round diamonds of 1.06ct weight wrapped around it
and on the circles of the chain. Total weight is 5.46ct.

C JBR048: Eight startlingly clear, blue pear shaped
sapphires, weighing 7.01ct, bejewel this lovely 18k
white gold bracelet. They are connected with nine
round spacers featuring colorless VS rounds at 2.30ct,
and the finishing contrast of 258 micro set rounds at
3.15ct. Total weight is 12.46ct.

C

C JSM206: The mesmerizing depth and color of this
unheated, 5.67ct Oval cut Blue Sapphire is not to be
missed. Ensconced in a platinum setting of unsurpassed workmanship, its remarkable color is set off
by two half moon white diamonds at 1.11ct, and 230
colorless VS rounds weighing 1.23ct. Total weight
is 8.05ct.

D JBR047: Eight brilliant blue oval sapphires, weighing
8.56ct, create high spots of color on an 18k white gold
canvas. Painted with 293 white diamonds at 2.35ct,
and connected with nine colorless VS cushion cuts,
equaling 3.33ct, this masterful combination of colors
and shapes weighs 14.24ct total.
D JBR046: The beautiful blue of the ocean comes to
mind as you gaze into the eight Oval Cut Blue Sapphires that encircle your wrist when you are wearing this
lovely 18k white gold bracelet. The Sapphires weigh
8.30ct and the spacers of 9 colorless VS, round diamonds weigh 2.22ct. Three hundred and two rounds of
the same quality are microset around each main stone
and they weigh 2.27ct, bringing the total weight for this
gorgeous bracelet to 12.79ct.

C

D
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A F048: A Buttercup style Eternity Band set with Radiant cut diamonds. It is available in weights from 3ct
to 15ct and in your choice of metal, diamond color and
diamond clarity.

B F017: A Buttercup Style Oval cut Diamond Eternity
Band. It is available in weights from 3ct to 15ct and
your choice of metal, diamond color and diamond
clarity.

B
A

C F032: A Buttercup style Eternity Band set with Emerald cut diamonds, available from 3ct to 15ct in your
choice of metal, diamond color and diamond clarity.

D F008: A shared prong Basket style Eternity Band set
with Emerald cut diamonds. It is available in weights
from 3ct to 15ct and your choice of metal, diamond
color and diamond clarity.

E JWB008: A shared prong style Eternity band set
with Fancy Yellow Radiant cut diamonds. It is available
in weights from 3ct to 15ct and your choice of metal,
diamond color and diamond clarity.

C

D

F JWB015: A Buttercup style Eternity Band set with
Fancy Yellow Square Cushion cut diamonds. It is
available in weights from 3ct to 15ct and your choice of
metal, diamond color and diamond clarity.

E

F

*Eternity bands are available in any shape, size, or quality.
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